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Abstract 

Vapor deposition is commonly used to prepare active layers in organic electronic devices. 

For model systems, vapor-deposited glasses have shown extraordinary properties such as 

enhanced thermal stability, high density, low enthalpy, and increased photostability. When 

annealed above Tg, the glass transition temperature, vapor-deposited glasses transform via 

fronts initiated at the free surface or other interfaces with high mobility, a mechanism only 

seen in vapor-deposited glasses due to their exceptionally high stability. These properties are 

attributed to enhanced equilibration on the glass surface allowing molecules to find more 

stable, lower energy packing configurations during the deposition process. However, it is 

unclear if this mechanism is general for systems used in organic electronics. Additionally, 

enhanced equilibration alone cannot explain the anisotropic packing seen in vapor-deposited 

glasses of both model glassformers and organic semiconductors. Anisotropic molecular 

orientation enhances the performance of active layers, but controlling this property is a 

challenge in amorphous materials. 

In this thesis, I present my studies of the thermal stability and anisotropic molecular 

orientation in vapor-deposited glasses for six molecules used as organic semiconductors and 

emitters. I use a high-throughput sample preparation protocol to simultaneously deposit many 

glasses with different substrate temperatures. I characterize them using spectroscopic 

ellipsometry. For all the systems studied, I find that a wide range of substrate temperatures can 

prepare glasses with enhanced thermal stability. For one organic semiconductor, I study the 

transformation behavior when it is annealed above Tg and observe that it transforms via a front 

mechanism. By developing a high throughput annealing protocol, I establish that the front 
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velocity is independently determined by the mobility of the transformed liquid at the annealing 

temperature and the structure of the vapor-deposited glass. 

Additionally, all the systems studied show anisotropic molecular orientation when vapor-

deposited with a wide range of substrate temperatures. Molecules with similar molecular 

shapes show similar trends in molecular orientation when the substrate temperature is 

normalized by Tg. However, rod- and disk-shaped molecules have different trends in molecular 

orientation. Simulations of the equilibrium liquid show anisotropic molecular orientation near 

the surface, and rod- and disk-shaped molecules have different trends in this anisotropic 

structure. Coarse-grained models of the rod- and disk-shaped molecules are constructed, and 

the equilibrium liquid of these systems with simple shapes and lacking specific interactions also 

show anisotropic molecular orientation. Furthermore, simulations of the vapor-deposition 

process for a coarse-grained rod reproduce the trends in the experiments and suggest an 

orientation mechanism.  

We propose that enhanced thermal stability and anisotropic molecular orientation in vapor-

deposited glasses are due to enhanced equilibration at the glass surface during the deposition. 

Molecules on the surface equilibrate to more stable structures and obtain molecular 

orientations favorable near the free surface of the equilibrium liquid. These configurations are 

then trapped by subsequent deposition, resulting in a bulk glass that is stable and has 

anisotropic molecular orientation otherwise only seen at the free surface. I show this 

mechanism is general for different molecular shapes. Establishing a general mechanism for 

stability and molecular orientation could inform the choice of materials and deposition 

conditions for active layers and improve the performance of organic electronic devices. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction  

Glasses are materials that lack periodicity. Unlike crystals that have a well-defined unit cell 

that repeats in all directions within the material, a glass is more disordered and has a structure 

that more closely resembles a liquid. In our everyday lives, the term “glass” is primarily used to 

describe silicate oxide glasses that make-up objects like windows and cups. However, glasses of 

organic or metallic materials are also all around us. Polymer glasses are used in products 

ranging from polystyrene plastic cutlery to Kevlar body armor. Molecular glasses are seen in 

foods, like Lifesavers or fudge, and many pharmaceuticals have amorphous states, such as 

indomethacin, an anti-inflammatory. Metallic glasses can be found in sporting equipment like 

golf club faces. Understanding and controlling the properties of these ubiquitous materials that 

lack a uniform structure is one of the primary challenges of glass science. 

In the work presented here, I study how molecular structure and preparation conditions can 

influence the properties of vapor-deposited glasses. Vapor deposition has been shown to 

prepare glasses with exceptional properties such as enhanced thermal stability and anisotropic 

molecular orientation. For the first time, I characterize these features for molecules with 

different molecular shapes deposited over a wide range of substrate temperatures. Using 

primarily spectroscopic ellipsometry, I find the thermal stability and molecular orientation are 

tunable with substrate temperatures and molecular orientation differs for molecules with 

different molecular shapes. The glasses transform by a front-based mechanism only seen in 

highly stable vapor-deposited glasses. I explain these results in terms of enhanced equilibration 
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at the glass surface during the deposition and, for the first time, offer a general explanation for 

both thermal stability and anisotropic molecular orientation for vapor-deposited glasses of a 

wide variety of molecules. The organic molecules studied here have been used in hole-

transport and emitting layers in organic electronic devices, and my thesis seeks to bridge the 

divide between research on the fundamental properties of glasses and applications-based 

research on organic semiconductors and emitters.  

This chapter will provide context and background for the content of my thesis. Section 1 

defines a glass in greater detail and describes fundamental properties of supercooled liquids 

and glasses. Section 2 explains how vapor deposition can be used to prepare glass films and the 

extraordinary properties of these films. Section 3 describes the mechanism for how vapor-

deposited glasses transform to the supercooled liquid when heated. Section 4 gives a brief 

history of the characterization of molecular orientation in amorphous material and summarizes 

what was known before my thesis work on the anisotropic molecular orientation in vapor-

deposited glass films. Section 5 gives an overview on spectroscopic ellipsometry, a key tool in 

characterizing thin films and the primary technique I used to measure molecular orientation 

and stability in vapor-deposited glasses for the work presented in this thesis. Section 6 provides 

an overview of the major contributions of my thesis to the general body of knowledge. 

1.1. Supercooled Liquids and Glasses 

One of the most common methods of preparing a glass is by cooling a liquid. As illustrated 

in Figure 1.1, a material has a high enthalpy, entropy, and specific volume as a liquid. On 

cooling, the material thermally contracts and its enthalpy and entropy decreases. At Tm, the 
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Figure 1.1. A schematic illustration of the properties of glasses and liquids. The enthalpy, H, and 

entropy, S, depends on the temperature and state of matter. The material can undergo a first or 

second order transition from a liquid to a crystal or glass, respectively. Modified with 

permission from reference 1. Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.  

H, S 
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material’s melting or crystallization temperature, it may undergo a first-order transition and 

form a crystal. If the material avoids crystallization, it is considered a supercooled liquid. As the 

material cools further, molecules move slower and slower and the relaxation time of the 

material increases.1–6 Eventually, molecules move too slowly to maintain equilibrium. At this 

point the material falls out of equilibrium and becomes a glass. This occurs at the glass 

transition temperature, Tg. A glass has a lower thermal expansion coefficient than a liquid and 

on further cooling the specific volume decreases at a slower rate than for the liquid.  

Glasses are non-equilibrium materials and their properties are influenced by the method of 

preparation. For instance, Tg depends on the cooling rate.1–4 If the material is cooled at a slower 

rate, molecules have high enough mobility to stay in equilibrium to lower temperatures. This 

results in a lower Tg, such as what is seen for glass 2 in Figure 1.1. The properties of a glass also 

change with time through a process called aging.1,3,7 Molecules in glasses continuously 

rearrange and approach the more thermodynamically stable equilibrium state, the supercooled 

liquid. Given sufficient time and mobility, glasses with lower specific volume, higher density, 

and higher kinetic stability can be prepared. Under the right conditions, glasses can obtain the 

properties of a supercooled liquid below Tg. As shown in Figure 1.1, at lower temperatures 

there is a larger difference between the properties of the glass and the supercooled liquid. This 

means the glass is farther from equilibrium and has a larger thermodynamic driving force for 

approaching the equilibrium supercooled liquid. On the other hand, at higher temperatures the 

glass has higher mobility and is better able to equilibrate. In this way, the properties of the glass 

are determined by kinetics, specifically the molecular mobility and equilibration time, and 

thermodynamics, the driving force for equilibration. 
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The non-equilibrium nature of glasses makes them both desirable and challenging 

materials. Unlike crystals which may only have a few different types of unit cells and structures, 

called polymorphs, glasses can have a wide variety of packing arrangements. The packing can 

be tuned to gain desired properties.8,9 Additionally, macroscopically homogenous materials can 

be made that are free of defects and grain-boundaries. However, glasses are inherently less 

ordered than a crystal which can decrease charge mobility and hinder performance in organic 

electronic devices.8 Glasses are also less stable than crystals and their properties can evolve 

over time or with changes in temperature.1,3,7,8 Developing glasses with controlled packing and 

enhanced stability would combine the most useful properties of both glasses and crystals.  

1.2. Vapor-deposited glasses 

There are many different methods of preparing glasses. Cooling a liquid, as discussed above, 

is one of the most common methods. A liquid can be rapidly quenched to avoid crystallization. 

For instance, metallic glass films can be prepared by flowing a liquid melt onto a chilled, 

spinning belt.10 The liquid metal rapidly cools on contact with the belt and forms a glassy, 

metallic ribbon. Liquid cooled glasses are typically isotropic, smooth, and easy to characterize.  

Spin-coating is another commonly used technique to prepare organic glasses. In this 

method, the organic material of interest is dissolved in a solvent with high concentrations. The 

solution is placed on a substrate and the substrate is rapidly spun. The centrifugal force causes 

the solution to spread out, covering the substrate. The solvent evaporates during the spinning, 

leaving behind a glassy film. The film can then be annealed or placed in a vacuum to ensure full 

removal of the solvent. Spin-coating is advantageous because it can easily process a wide 
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variety of organic materials, but it is difficult to produce films on a large scale. Additionally, 

solvents may dissolve underlying organic layers limiting the choice of substrate. Slot coating is a 

similar, emerging technique where a solution is dispensed on a moving belt to form glasses on 

an industrial scale.11,12 

Vapor-deposition is an important technique for preparing small molecule and metallic 

glasses. In particular, it is used to prepare the active layers, such as hole-transport layers and 

insulting layers, in electronic device. Unlike the techniques described above, vapor-deposition 

builds a film by slowing depositing molecules in a vacuum chamber rather than preparing a bulk 

material all at once. This can result in extraordinary properties such as enhanced thermal 

stability and anisotropic molecular orientation.13–15 Understanding these properties is the focus 

of my thesis. This section will describe the vapor-deposited process, properties of vapor-

deposited films, and how surface mobility was understood to influence vapor-deposited glass 

formation prior to my work. 

1.2.1. What is vapor deposition? 

There are several different types of vapor deposition techniques. The techniques are similar in 

that they involve attaining the vapor phase of the desired material under vacuum and allowing 

it to condense on a substrate to grow a film, as illustrate in Figure 1.2. In the physical vapor-

deposition, molecules simply adsorb onto the substrate. In chemical vapor deposition, a 

reaction occurs on the substrate surface resulting in the formation of the film. The reaction by-

products are typically gasses that can be pumped away. The depositions are done under 

vacuum to prevent other materials and gasses from being incorporated in the film and ensure  
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Figure 1.2. A schematic illustration of physical vapor deposition. Molecules are evaporated or 

sublimed in a vacuum from a crucible and condense to form a glass on a substrate. Molecules 

on the surface of the glass are highly mobile compared to molecules buried in the bulk of the 

glass. The substrate temperature can be controlled to tune the mobility on the surface of the 

glass during the deposition. 
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film purity. This section will focus on describing the physical vapor deposition process used in 

this thesis. 

Depending on the vapor pressure and stability of the source material, the material can be 

introduced in the vapor phase in different ways. Small organic molecules can be thermally 

heated so they evaporate or sublime, as is done in this thesis. Metallic materials have vapor 

pressures too low to evaporate on heating, but are robust enough to deposit by sputtering. In 

sputtering, a concentrated ion beam is directed at a target of the source material. Incoming 

ions cause atoms from the target to break off and be introduced in the gas phase. Recently, a 

new technique called MAPLE (Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation) was developed for the 

deposition of polymers.16 Polymers have vapor pressures too low for thermal evaporation and 

degrade on traditional sputtering. In this technique, molecules are placed in a solvent matrix. A 

pulsed laser beam introduces small pieces of the matrix into the gas phase. The solvent 

evaporates, and molecules can deposit on a substrate.  

Material in the vapor phase has high mobility and effective temperature. When a molecule 

or atom encounters a substrate, it rapidly cools and can form a glass. At a typical deposition 

rate of 2 Å/s for organic molecules, material on the surface has about two seconds to 

equilibrate before being buried by subsequent deposition and a glassy film is grown. As 

discussed in detail below, molecules on the surface of a glass are highly mobile compared to the 

bulk. That mobility can be tuned by changing the substrate temperature during the deposition. 

Constructing a bulk film from highly mobile molecules that all had a chance to equilibrate near 
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the free surface before being buried results in glasses with extraordinary properties described 

below. 

1.2.2. Extraordinary properties of vapor deposited glasses 

Glasses prepared by physical vapor deposition can have remarkable properties like high 

density,17,18 low heat capacity,13,14,19,20 enhanced thermal and photochemical stability,13,21–23 

increased sound velocity,24 and anisotropic molecular orientation and packing.15,25,26 A few of 

these properties are demonstrated in Figure 1.3 for a vapor-deposited glass of indomethacin, a 

pharmaceutical commonly studied due to its industrial relevance and glassforming ability. On 

heating, a vapor-deposited glass transforms to the supercooled liquid at a temperature 18 K 

higher than Tg for a glass ramped at 1 K/min. Additionally, the vapor-deposited films is nearly 

1.2% thinner than the liquid cooled glass. Due to the thin film geometry, the area of the film 

stays the same and only the height of the film contracts and expands on temperature ramping, 

so changes in film thickness are inversely proportional with changes in density. These results 

illustrate enhanced thermal stability and high density in the vapor-deposited glass. Similar 

temperature ramping experiments can be done with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 

nanocalorimetry. These methods observe decreased heat capacity and enthalpy as well as 

increased TOnset.
13,14,19 

Glasses with equivalent density and stability have not been prepared by any other method 

on laboratory timescales other than by vapor deposition.  An ordinary glass would need to be 

aged for over a thousand years to prepare a glass of similar stability.27 Similarly, Figure 1.3  
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Figure 1.3. Thickness of indomethacin films as measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry during 

temperature ramping. The glass transition temperature, Tg, is measured for films cooled at 100, 

10, and 1 K/min. A vapor-deposited glass is heated at 1 K/min and the onset of the 

transformation to the supercooled liquid, Tonset, is measured. Tonset is 18 K higher than Tg for a 

glass ramped at 1 K/min and the vapor-deposited films is nearly 1.3% thicker, indicating 

enhanced thermal stability and high density. A film of equivalent density would need to be 

cooled at a rate of about 10-5 K/min. Inset: the molecular structure of indomethacin. Adapted 

from work provided by Dr. Shakeel Dalal. 

 

 

Tg = 308 K 

Tg = 313 K 

Tg = 318 K 

Tonset = 326 K 

Δρ = 1.2 % 
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illustrates that a liquid would need to be cooled at a rate of 10-5 K/min to prepare a glass of 

equivalent density. Due to their high stability, vapor-deposited glasses heated above Tg 

transform to the supercooled liquid by a different mechanism than liquid cooled glasses. While 

glasses prepared by other methods transform via a macroscopically homogenous bulk 

mechanism, vapor-deposited glasses transform heterogeneously via a front initiated at an 

interface.28 The transformation behavior of vapor-deposited glasses is described in detail in 

Section 3 and is characterized for an organic semiconductor for the first time in Chapter 3 of 

this thesis.  

The extraordinary properties of vapor-deposited glasses described above are tunable with 

substrate temperature and deposition rate. This is the result of vapor deposited glass 

properties arising from high mobility on the free surface of the glass during deposition process, 

described in detail below. Molecules are able to partially equilibrate and adopt more favorable 

positions and orientations. Decreasing the deposition rate increases the amount of time 

molecules have on the surface to equilibrate before being buried by subsequent deposition, 

and increasing the substrate temperature increases the mobility molecules have on the surface. 

Generally, the most stable vapor-deposited glasses are generated when the substrate 

temperature is near 0.85 Tg when depositing at a rate of 2 Å/s.29  

The properties of vapor-deposited glasses can be tuned by the preparation conditions. Dalal 

et. al. summarizes the properties of vapor-deposited glasses of indomethacin prepared over a 

wide range of substrate temperatures in Figure 1.4.29 At substrate temperatures just below Tg, 

315 K, glasses are prepared with the same macroscopic properties as the supercooled liquid, 
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Figure 1.4. The properties of vapor-deposited glasses of indomethacin prepared over a wide 

range of substrate temperatures. Shaded regions indicate the regime: equilibrium (red), quasi-

equilibrium (orange), and kinetically controlled (blue). (a) Properties describing the microscopic 

structure of the glasses, specifically the birefringence and anisotropic x-ray scattering. (b) 

Macroscopic properties such as the density relative to the supercooled liquid, sound velocity, 

and transformation times. Reproduced with permission from reference 29. Copyright 2013 

American Chemical Society.  
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such as the density and sound velocity. (Figure 1.4b) This temperature range has been referred 

to as the “quasi-equilibrium” regime because the macroscopic properties of vapor-deposited 

glasses resemble that of equilibrium supercooled liquid and can be explained by heightened 

surface mobility allowing for better equilibration. However, indomethacin glasses are 

birefringent and have anisotropic packing in this regime while the equilibrium supercooled 

liquid is isotropic, so the materials have different microscopic structures. (Figure 1.4a) At lower 

substrate temperatures, the vapor deposited glasses no longer share the same macroscopic 

properties as the supercooled liquid. The glass properties are understood to be kinetically 

controlled as mobility decreases with substrate temperature. Generally the macroscopic 

properties of vapor-deposited glasses such as density, TOnset, photochemical stability, and sound 

velocity have a maximum value near 0.85 Tg and their enhancement can be explained by 

heightened surface mobility allowing for better equilibration. However, vapor-deposited glasses 

can be anisotropic and surface mobility alone cannot explain the observed anisotropic 

molecular orientation packing. This is the central focus of Chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis, and 

background on anisotropy in vapor-deposited glasses is described in Section 4. 

Vapor deposition can prepare highly stable glasses for a wide variety of materials. For 

instance, stable glass formation has been seen in pharmaceuticals such as indomethacin and 

nifedipine,14 model organic glassformers like o-terphenyl30 and ethylbenzene19, and similar 

sputtering techniques prepare stable glasses of copper and zirconium alloys.22,31 Simulations of 

highly stable glasses predict some of the features seen in vapor-deposited glasses, such as 

transformation via surface initiated fronts. Molecular dynamic simulations of the vapor 

deposition process have even been developed and produce glasses with low potential energy, 
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high kinetic stability, high density, and even anisotropy resembling experimentally prepared 

systems. Stable glass behavior is even captured by polymer glasses deposited via MAPLE 

(Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation), such as enhanced thermal stability. However, 

because MAPLE glasses are deposited as small clusters instead of single molecules they have 

lower density and rough surfaces compared to small molecule films.16  

Materials used as hole-transport layers and emitter layers in organic electronic devices such 

as OLEDs and OPVs are prepared by vapor-deposition. These materials likely form highly stable 

glasses, but before my work few studies had been done to systematically compare the 

properties of vapor-deposited glasses to their liquid-cooled counterparts. In Chapters 2 and 4 of 

this thesis, I show that vapor deposition of molecules relevant for organic electronics can lead 

to anisotropic glasses with high thermal stability.   

1.2.3. Surface mobility as a mechanism behind vapor-deposited glass properties 

The free surface of a glass has significantly higher mobility than the bulk. This is due to 

molecules near the free surface having a lower barrier for rearrangement due to a decrease in 

the number of neighboring molecules at the free surface. Zhu et. al. calculated the diffusion 

constants for indomethacin at the free surface.32 They prepared indomethacin films on a 

sinusoidal grating and monitored the flattening of the film using AFM and light scattering to 

extract a diffusion coefficient. Comparing their results with the diffusion coefficients for the 

bulk shown in Figure 1.5, they find that dynamics near the free surface are at least six orders of 

magnitude faster than in the bulk. High surface mobility persists far below Tg. Enhanced surface 

mobility has been demonstrated for a wide variety of organic systems. Surface diffusion was  
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Figure 1.5. The diffusion coefficients for indomethacin at the free surface (circles) and in the 

bulk (diamonds). At Tg, 315 K, diffusion at the surface is at least six orders of magnitude faster 

than in the bulk. Adapted with permission from reference 32. Copyright 2011 American Physcial 

Society. 
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lower for systems with hydrogen bonding capability, such as nifedipine and indomethacin, and 

for large molecules, such as polystyrene with a molecular weight of 1.1 K or 1.7 K.33–35 However 

mobility was several orders of magnitude higher at the free surface than in the bulk for even 

the slowest of these systems. 

Enhanced mobility at the surface of a glass during vapor deposition is believed to increase 

equilibration near the glass surface and give rise to the extraordinary properties of vapor-

deposited glasses. Surface diffusion measurements described above show there is heightened 

diffusion at the surface of a glass, suggesting high mobility. Previous work has also shown that 

surface mobility is not influenced by the stability of the underlying glass; surface diffusion was 

the same for a glass prepared by liquid cooling and a highly stable vapor-deposited glass.36 This 

provides further evidence that there is high mobility at the surface during the vapor deposition 

process. Surface mobility during the deposition was probed experimentally by depositing 

alternating layers of deuterated and protonated α,α,β-tris-naphthylbenzene and using neutron 

reflectivity to probe the mixing at the interface of the layers.13 The authors found that 

significant mixing occurred over a wide range of substrate temperatures, and the degree of 

mixing increased with the deposition temperature. Finally, simulations of the vapor deposition 

process show heightened mobility near the free surface and variable arrest depths depending 

on the substrate temperature during the deposition.37–39 

Low surface mobility is expected to inhibit stable glass formation by limiting equilibration at 

a glass surface. For instance, hydrogen bonding has been shown to decrease mobility on the 

surface of a glass.33 Vapor-deposited glasses of triazine derivatives showed that the material 
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with the most hydrogen bonding had the lowest thermal stability.40 Another study of a series of 

small alcohols showed these systems had significantly lower kinetic stability than previously 

studied systems without hydrogen bonding.41 However, the triazine derivatives still exhibited 

high density and benzyl alcohol showed unexpectedly high stability despite the presence of 

hydrogen bonding. Further work is still needed to predict stable glassforming ability. 

Enhanced surface mobility during vapor deposition cannot by itself explain anisotropic 

molecular orientation and packing in vapor-deposited glasses.29  Equilibration near the surface 

explains the thermal stability of vapor-deposited glasses and other observed features, such as 

the change in stability with changes in substrate temperature and deposition rate. However, it 

is unclear why equilibration near the surface would induce anisotropic structure because the 

equilibrium liquid is believed to be isotropic. The anisotropic structure in vapor-deposited 

glasses is discussed more fully in Section 4 below. Establishing a mechanism for explaining both 

thermal stability and anisotropic molecular orientation is one of the main accomplishments of 

this thesis and is explained in Chapters 2 and 4. 

1.3. Transformation Mechanisms in Vapor-Deposited Glasses 

Vapor deposition can prepare glasses with high thermal stability. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, 

vapor-deposited glasses can be heated far above the typical glass transition temperature before 

they transform into the supercooled liquid. Enhanced thermal stability is valuable for a variety 

of applications of vapor-deposited glasses. For instances, vapor-deposited films are used as 

active layers in organic electronic devices. In contrast, low thermal stability can lead to pin-hole 

formation or the loss of useful anisotropic molecular orientation and packing, resulting in 
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decreased device performance.42–44 Understanding the transformation behavior of vapor-

deposited glasses is important for improving device lifetimes and efficiency. 

Vapor-deposited glasses transform to the supercooled liquid by a different mechanism than 

glass prepared by other techniques. Typically, a glass transforms via a bulk mechanism that is 

macroscopically homogenous.1,3 In contrast, vapor-deposited glasses transform via a 

heterogeneous mechanism initiated at the free surface or another interface.28,45–47 Molecules 

near the interface have increased mobility and are able to transform to the supercooled liquid 

on heating. Then, subsequent molecules bordering the supercooled liquid can have higher 

mobility and transform. In this way enhanced mobility propagates through the film, resulting in 

a transformation front. The velocity of the transformation front dictates the stability of the 

vapor-deposited film. This section describes experiments and theoretical descriptions of the 

transformation mechanism for vapor-deposited glasses. 

1.3.1. Experimental Observations of Transformation Front Behavior 

The heterogeneous transformation mechanism of vapor-deposited glasses can be directly 

observed by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). In work by Sepúlveda, et. al. shown in 

Figure 1.6, thin layers of alternating deuterated and protonated indomethacin were vapor-

deposited.45,48 The films were then annealed above Tg and SIMS was used to characterize ion 

concentration at different depths throughout the film. Mixing of the deuterated and 

protonated layers caused a change in ion concentration and revealed regions with high 

mobility. The authors observe that molecules initially mix near the free surface. This region of 

enhanced mobility propagates linearly as a front and initiates transformation in the bulk of the  
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Figure 1.6. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) of a vapor-deposited indomethacin (IMC) 

film. Alternating layers of deuterated and protonated IMC were deposited with a substrate 

temperature of 265 K (0.85 Tg) to prepare a highly stable glass. Samples were annealed at 318 K 

(Tg + 3 K) for (a) 38,000 s and (b) 80,000 s. Black lines indicate the initial profile of the film, red 

circles indicated the measured d-IMC concentration after annealing. Used with permission from 

reference 48. Copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics. 
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film. Introducing a material with higher mobility to the bulk, such as a layer of liquid-cooled 

glass, creates additional interfaces with high mobility that facilitates a transformation front.48 

Similarly, capping the film with a highly stable glass eliminated the high mobility interface and 

hindered the ability for a front to occur.48 The substrate sometimes initiates fronts, and this 

behavior may depend on the stability of the underlying glass. 21,45,48 

Transformation fronts in vapor-deposited glasses can be indirectly measured using 

nanocalorimetry. While nanocalorimetry is a bulk technique, Bhattacharya, et. al. and 

Rodríguez-Tinoco, et. al. found that the transformation times of thin films increased linearly 

with thickness.47,49 By correcting for the different mass of each sample, they were able to 

measure the relative heat capacity of the films and, assuming a single transformation front 

initiated from the free surface, extract a front velocity time.  While nanocalorimetry cannot 

directly observe the front propagate, this technique has fast scanning rates and allows for the 

front velocity to be measured over a wider range of annealing temperatures. Accessing higher 

annealing temperatures allowed Rodriguez-Viejo and coworkers to measure the activation 

barrier for the transformation front and show that it depends in part on the mobility of the 

supercooled liquid bordering the transforming glass.50 This finding is consistent with the 

mechanism for transformation: a higher mobility liquid can better enhance mobility in the 

neighboring glass. Other techniques have also been used to measure transformation front 

velocities indirectly, such as inert gas permeation.51 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is an advantageous technique for studying transformation front 

behavior because it is able to directly track the progression of a front through a film, like SIMS, 
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but it is highly accessible and does not require any unique sample preparation, like 

nanocalorimetry. Ellipsometry is sensitive to changes in the refractive index and density of thin 

films. A vapor-deposited glass and a supercooled liquid have different densities and optical 

properties, and a two-layer ellipsometry model can track the location of this interface and 

measure the front velocity.21,52 Ellipsometry was utilized to measure front velocity in vapor-

deposited glass of indomethacin, a model glassformer.21 A graded model where optical 

properties smoothly varied from isotropic near the surface to anisotropic in the bulk has also 

been used to fit ellipsometric data of a vapor deposited glass and is consistent with a front 

transformation mechanism.53 In Chapter 3 of this thesis, I observe transformation fronts in 

vapor-deposited glasses of an organic semiconductor via ellipsometry and develop a high-

throughput annealing protocol to understand the influence of the mobility of the supercooled 

liquid on front velocity.  

While transformation front behavior has been characterized in a few model systems, the 

generality of this mechanism and the influence of glass properties on front behavior have not 

been well established. In particular, vapor deposited films serve as active layers in organic 

electronic devices, and understanding their transformation behavior could lead to increased 

device performance and lifetimes. In Chapter 3, I observe transformation fronts in vapor-

deposited glasses of an organic semiconductor, suggesting this transformation behavior applies 

to this class of molecule.  

Additionally, the influence of the glass structure on transformation front velocity is not well 

understood. It has been observed that transformation velocity is partially correlated with 
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density,21 and it has been suggested that anisotropic molecular orientation in a glass may 

influence front velocity.54 In Chapter 3, I develop a high-throughput annealing protocols that 

allow me to measure the front velocity for glasses prepared with a wide range of substrate 

temperatures that are annealed at many different temperatures. This allows me to illustrate 

that the influence of the mobility of the supercooled liquid and the structure of the glass are 

independent in controlling the front velocity.  

1.3.2. Models of Transformation Fronts 

Model systems of highly stable glasses transform via fronts initiated at the free surface. This 

is a natural consequence of a bulk material with low mobility that borders a highly mobile 

interface. Molecules are freer to rearrange when they are near a free surface or other interface 

with enhanced mobility. When heated above Tg, molecules near the interface can transform to 

the supercooled liquid. Then, the liquid has enhanced mobility, allowing neighboring molecules 

to have additional freedom and transform to the supercooled liquid as well. The liquid thus 

propagates linearly from the interface through the bulk of the film.  

Harrowell and coworkers have used a facilitated kinetic Ising model to simulate vapor 

deposition of a two-dimension, two-state glass and reproduce transformation behavior in the 

experiments.55,56 In this model, illustrated in Figure 1.7, a glass is treated as a collection of cells 

on a 2D lattice. Each cell can have two states: spin-up, indicating high mobility, and spin-down, 

indicating low mobility. The substrate is modeled as a fixed row of spin-down states, and the 

free surface is modeled as a fixed row of spin-up states. A deposited glass is prepared layer by  
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Figure 1.7. Illustration of the facilitated kinetic Ising model of a deposited glass. The glass is 

modeled as a series of cells of a two-dimensional lattice. Each cell can be spin-up, modeling 

high mobility, or spin-down, modeling low mobility. The cell spin is fixed at the substrate as 

spin-down and at the free surface as spin-up. Adapted with permission from reference 55. 

Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics.  
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layer, and the ratio of spin-up to spin-down states is influenced by the relaxation time and the 

temperature. A cell can only flip to spin-up if a sufficient number of its neighbors are spin-up. 

The facilitated kinetic Ising model exhibits many of the features of vapor-deposited glasses. 

It is able to produce glasses with low fictive temperature, as has been seen in the experiments. 

Furthermore, on heating cells flip to spin-up near the surface and the spin-up states propagate 

linearly through the bulk. This indicates a transformation front and reproduces the 

transformation behavior seen in the experiments. Front velocity and fictive temperature vary 

with the temperature used to prepare the film. Glasses with low stability can have cells flip to 

spin-up within the bulk of the glass and spin-up states can propagate from these regions, 

simulating a bulk transformation mechanism. Tito et. al. studied a lattice model with more 

types of cell states and swapping conditions and also observes transformation fronts.57 

Additionally, the facilitated kinetic Ising model predicts a competition between homogenous 

bulk mechanism and transformation front mechanism under different conditions. This is 

discussed in further detail in the following section. 

Random first order transition (RFOT) theory offers another model for understanding the 

transformation behavior of glasses and has demonstrated transformations fronts and 

reproduced experimental results.58,59 In this theory, mobility can be transported from regions of 

high mobility to regions of low mobility. The RFOT calculations find that on annealing, high 

mobility initially found at the glass surface can be transferred to areas of low mobility in the 

bulk. This results in a transformation front, and they find that the front velocities agree with 

those measured experimentally for vapor-deposited, highly stable glasses. 59 The success of 
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RFOT in describing transformation front behavior further emphasizes the importance of 

facilitated mobility in this mechanism.  

1.3.3. Bulk Transformation Mechanism 

Thick films of vapor-deposited glasses can transform via both the heterogeneous front 

mechanism and the homogenous bulk transformation mechanism. A vapor-deposited film 

initially transforms by the front transformation mechanism. If the film is sufficiently thick, the 

bulk transformation mechanism is observed and the transformation to the supercooled liquid is 

then dominated by this mechanism.28 This is illustrated for a vapor-deposited film of 

indomethacin in Figure 1.8. The transformation time for films less than 1 μm in thickness 

increases linearly, suggesting a propagating front with a constant velocity controls the 

transformation in this regime. For films thicker than 1 μm, all the films have similar 

transformation times. This suggests the transformation is dominated by bulk transformation 

mechanism and, once initiated, acts quickly regardless of the thickness of the film. The 

crossover thickness from which the front mechanism and the bulk mechanism dominates varies 

widely depending on the molecule studied. For instance, the crossover length is 5 μm for 

methyl-m-toluate,60 but it is only 400 nm for toluene.61  

The molecular interpretation of the bulk mechanism is unclear, but the leading view is that 

bubbles of the supercooled liquid are nucleated in the bulk. This mechanism is illustrated in the 

inset to Figure 1.8. The bubbles offer regions of high mobility throughout the glass, so mobility 

rapidly propagates from each of these nucleation points and the bulk quickly transforms. On 

average, nucleation points are believed to be far apart in the vapor-deposited glass. The  
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Figure 1.8. Transformation time for vapor-deposited films of indomethacin with a wide range of 

thicknesses. Films were annealed at 320 K, Tg + 5 K. Inset: Illustration of the bulk transformation 

mechanism. Used with permission from reference 28. Copyright 2010 American Institute of 

Physics.  
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crossover length is suggested to be the distance between nucleation points; films thinner than 

the crossover length are unlikely to have the bulk mechanism nucleate.28 This bulk 

transformation mechanism is visualized in simulations using the facilitated kinetic Ising model, 

as discussed above.55,56 For low stability glasses, there can exist regions with higher 

concentrations of up-spins. This can facilitate a spin flip in a neighboring glass and create a high 

mobility nucleation point in the bulk of the glass which facilitates further transformation. 

Simulations of glasses of moderate stability exhibit both a front and bulk transformation 

mechanism, showing how these can simultaneously exist in the same material and compete in 

controlling the transformation behavior. Both mechanisms rely on facilitated mobility and are 

fundamentally connected. However, the bulk mechanism is difficult to observe directly 

experimentally and fundamental questions about the mechanism remain unanswered. 

1.4. Anisotropic Molecular Orientation in Organic Glasses 

Vapor-deposited glasses can be highly anisotropic. This is surprising, because typically small 

molecule glasses are isotropic when they are prepared by more traditional methods such as 

cooling a liquid.25 Anisotropic molecular orientation and packing is useful for applications in 

organic electronics. For instance, Yokoyama and coworkers reported that a film with horizontal 

molecular orientation had three times higher electron mobility than an isotropic glass.8 Other 

remarkable properties of vapor-deposited glasses, such as high thermal stability and low 

enthalpy, are explained by enhanced equilibration at the liquid surface.13 However, before the 

work presented in this thesis, it was unclear how equilibration at the surface could lead to 

anisotropic molecular orientation.  
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In this section, I will give a brief overview on general approaches for controlling the 

molecular structure of organic solids for applications in organic electronics. I will then describe 

past studies of anisotropic molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses and describe the 

two leading ideas for what controls molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses: molecular 

shape and surface mobility. My work was inspired by these views, and in Chapters 2 and 4 I 

propose a general mechanism for molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses. 

1.4.1. Controlling Molecular Orientation and Packing in Organic Solids 

Crystals have highly ordered and controlled packing and molecular orientation, and one 

avenue for controlling the molecular structure in organic solids is to generating different crystal 

polymorphs with different, more desirable types of packing. Recently, Loo and coworkers have 

shown that a vapor-deposited amorphous film of hexabenzocoronene can be crystallized to 

different polymorphs by change the processing conditions, such as thermal heating, exposure 

to hexane vapor, or contact with a PDMS stamp.62–64 Hexabenzocoronene can be used as a hole 

transport material in organic electronics, and crystal polymorphs with more favorable 

molecular orientation showed a two orders of magnitude increase in hole mobility.62 Controlled 

crystallization is a promising avenue for engineering molecular structure in organic solids.  

However, engineering crystalline polymorphs may not be the best avenue for designing 

materials for use in organic electronics. Crystals can have grain boundaries, reducing charge 

mobility in organic electronic applications.65–68 Additionally, a typical molecule only has a few 

stable polymorphs, limiting the range of crystalline structures that can be engineered.69 Finally, 

recent work has drawn into question whether crystallinity is even needed for improved device 
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performance, such as enhanced charge mobility. A study aligned poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 

films showed that charge mobility was primarily controlled by the hopping down the polymer 

backbone.68 The strain-aligned film had an order of magnitude higher charge mobility than the 

crystalline film, likely due to polymer chains extending through grain boundaries. This work and 

other studies70 suggest that crystallinity may not be necessary to enhance charge transport 

properties.  

Amorphous systems are advantageous because they are easy to process, lack grain 

boundaries and can be prepared over large areas, and can have a wide range of molecular 

orientations and packings.25,71,72 Anisotropic packing been studied in spin-coated polymer films 

for applications in organic electronics. The centrifugal force during spin-coating can align the 

backbone of polymer films, leading to anisotropic molecular orientation. Techniques like off-

axis spin-coating show creative ways this process can be applied to change the molecular 

orientation.73 However, spin-coating fails to align small molecules. Additionally, spin-coating is a 

solvent based technique, and the solvent can dissolve underlying layers during the spin-coating 

process.9 For organic electronics, stacks of insulating, hole and electron transport, and emitting 

layers are used. Requiring that the spin-coating not disrupt underlying layers severely limits the 

applications of spin-coating for preparing active layers. Instead, vapor-deposition can be used 

to prepare layers without the use of solvent.74 Molecular orientation in vapor-deposited films is 

discussed in-depth in the section below. 
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1.4.2. Anisotropic Vapor-Deposited Glasses 

Vapor deposition can prepare amorphous films that are highly anisotropic. As discussed 

above, amorphous films are advantageous because they lack grain boundaries and can have a 

wide range of molecular orientations and packing structures. Vapor deposition is advantageous 

because it prepares systems without solvents that disrupt underlying layers. As described in 

Section 1.2, small molecules with high vapor pressures are needed for vapor-deposition. 

Oligomers mimicking the polymers used in spin-coated films were initially vapor-deposited.75–77 

Surprisingly, it was observed that vapor-deposited films could have highly anisotropic molecular 

orientation. In contrast, spin-coating or cooling a liquid small molecules result in an isotropic 

glass.74 Understanding the origin of the anisotropic molecular orientation and controlling it is 

key for improving vapor-deposited active layers in organic electronics. 

Yokoyama and coworkers were the first to systematically study the molecular orientation of 

a wide range of vapor-deposited glasses used in organic electronics, and they proposed that 

anisotropic molecular orientation was primarily controlled by molecular shape.25 In particular, 

they proposed that more anisotropic molecular shapes resulted in more anisotropic vapor-

deposited glasses. Linear molecules with a high aspect ratio had preferential horizontal 

molecular orientation in a vapor-deposited glass.8,78 Horizontal molecular orientation was even 

seen for rod-shaped molecules in an isotropic host, suggesting intermolecular orientations were 

not important in controlling the molecular orientation.78 In contrast, molecules with a spherical, 

compact structure produced nearly isotropic glasses by vapor deposition.79 Most of their 

experiments were done on room temperature substrates, but they found that depositing on 
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heated substrates resulted in glasses with isotropic molecular orientation.80 To explain these 

observations, Yokoyama and coworkers proposed a mechanism for molecular orientation in 

vapor-deposited glasses described below. 

Yokoyama and coworkers proposed that anisotropy in vapor-deposited glasses was due to 

molecules preferring horizontal molecular orientation on the surface of a glass. 25 As illustrated 

in Figure 1.9, they believed molecules preferentially lie down on the surface of a glass to 

minimize their exposure to the vacuum and reduce their free energy during vapor deposition. 

There is a larger driving force for bigger, more anisotropic molecules to lie down, resulting in 

greater alignment of more anisotropic molecules. Alignment occurs for each layer, resulting in a 

bulk anisotropic glass. In contrast, at high temperatures molecules on the surface are able to 

move and randomize during the vapor-deposition process, resulting in an isotropic glass. This 

mechanism laid a foundation for understanding molecular orientation in vapor-deposited 

glasses, but could not account for all future findings.  

Ediger and coworkers systematically studied the effect of substrate temperature on vapor-

deposited glasses and found that a single molecule could have a wide range of molecular 

orientations depending on the deposition conditions. For example, the birefringence of vapor-

deposited glasses of indomethacin changed from zero to positive values to negative values with 

decreasing substrate temperature,29 as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1.4. This 

suggested vapor deposition of a single molecule could produce glasses with molecular 

orientations that varied from isotropic to vertical to horizontal. Understanding this behavior 

could enable controlled molecular orientation in vapor-deposited active layers.  
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Figure 1.9. Schematic illustration of a mechanism for molecular orientation in vapor-deposited 

glasses. (a) When deposited at a low temperature, molecules preferentially adopt a horizontal 

orientation that is captured in the bulk film. (b) When deposited at a high temperature, 

molecular motion on the surface of the substrates randomizes the initial molecular orientation, 

resulting in an isotropic bulk glass. Adapted with permission from reference 25. Copyright 2011 

The Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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The extraordinary properties of vapor-deposited glasses have been explained by enhanced 

equilibration at the surface of the vapor-deposited glass, but this mechanism alone cannot 

account for anisotropic molecular orientation. As was described in Section 1.2, anisotropic 

indomethacin glasses also exhibited enhanced thermal stability and high density, and these 

properties could be explained by enhanced surface equilibration.29 However, it is unclear why 

molecules would equilibrate to different molecular orientations, although the dependence on 

substrate temperature suggests surface mobility is still an important factor in controlling the 

molecular orientation. Additionally, the orientation mechanism proposed by Yokoyama and 

coworkers cannot explain vertical molecular orientation. Better understanding of the molecular 

orientation mechanism is needed to explain all of the observed behavior. 

Understanding the mechanism for molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses has 

been one of the main focuses of my dissertation. Inspired by the above studies illustrating the 

importance of molecular shape and substrate temperature, I investigate the molecular 

orientation of vapor-deposited glass of rod- and disk-shaped molecule prepared over a wide 

range of substrate temperatures. I propose a mechanism for molecular orientation that 

depends on enhanced equilibration at the glass surface and on the anisotropic surface structure 

of the equilibrium liquid. I suggest this mechanism is general for a wide variety of organic 

systems, proposing an avenue for controlling molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses. 

1.5. Characterization of thin glass films – Spectroscopic ellipsometry 

Glasses prepared by vapor deposition can be challenging to characterize. First, amorphous 

materials lack long-range order and characterizing them can involve differentiating a wide 
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range of structures.4,29 Additionally, vapor-deposited films are challenging to characterize 

because they are quite thin. Generally vapor-deposited films are under 1 μm in thickness, and 

films used in applications such as organic electronics are typically 20-100 nm thick.25 

Characterizing this little material is difficult, and bulk techniques can be ineffective. 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is well suited for characterizing vapor-deposited glasses. Vapor-

deposition prepares thin, homogenous glass films with smooth surfaces and substrates, which 

are ideal samples for characterizing with ellipsometry.25 Ellipsometry detects subtle changes in 

the polarization state of light after interacting with a film, making it highly sensitive to the film 

thickness, refractive index, and extinction coefficient of the film.81 This allows it to characterize 

a wide variety of amorphous states. Ellipsometry is the primary technique used in this thesis to 

study vapor-deposited glasses. This section will provide an overview on how an ellipsometer 

operates, how film properties are calculated from ellipsometric data, and how ellipsometry 

complements other characterization techniques. 

1.5.1. Operation and Data Modeling 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the polarization state of light after interacting with a 

thin film. The initial polarization state of the light is controlled by passing the light through a 

linear polarizer and, frequently, a quarter-wave plate.82 Rotating the quarter wave plate during 

the measurement changes the polarization of the incident light and allows for the impact of 

light with a wide variety of different initial polarization states can be surveyed.  

The polarization state of the light will change depending on the optical properties of the 

material. Once the light encounters the sample, light will be reflected and refracted from each 
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interface, as illustrated in Figure 1.10. Light will propagate at a different rate and angle if there 

is a change in the refractive index, and light of certain polarization states may be absorbed if 

the material is dichroic. The interference of all these light rays results in a new polarization 

state being detected. The extent of these perturbations depends on the path length of the light. 

The path length depends on the incident angle and the thickness of the film. Frequently, 

ellipsometry measurements are made at multiple angles to probe how the polarization state 

changes with different path lengths and better understand the optical properties of the 

film.25,81,82 Similarly, ellipsometry can be performed with a wide range of wavelengths. Light 

with different wavelengths has different periods when propagating through the glass resulting 

in a different final polarization states. After interacting with a sample, light is typically 

elliptically polarized, giving ellipsometry its name. 

After an ellipsometry measurement is performed, a model is needed to calculate the 

sample thickness and optical properties from the measured polarization state. As illustrated in 

Figure 1.10, samples are modeled as a stack of discrete layers. The thickness and optical 

properties of each layer are fit so that the predicted polarization state for the sample best 

matches the experimental measurement. Models are as simple and use as few variables as 

possible in describing the thickness and optical properties in order to find a more unique fit. In 

this thesis, vapor-deposited samples consist of a silicon substrate, a thin layer silicon oxide 

naturally occurring on the surface of the silicon, and the vapor-deposited glass. The properties 

of the silicon substrate and native oxide layer are well characterized, leaving just the glass layer 

to be determined. 
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Figure 1.10. A schematic illustrate of an ellipsometry measurement and data modeling. Light 

with a known polarization state and incident angle encounters a sample. Light reflects and 

refracts from each interface, and the interference of all these light rays results in a new 

polarization state being detected by the ellipsometer. The thickness, refractive index, n, and 

extinction coefficient, k, are determined by fitting a model to the experimental data. 
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In this thesis, the vapor-deposited glass layer is described using either a simple, Cauchy 

model or a complex, oscillator model. The Cauchy model is a simple, three-variable equation 

that can accurately describe the refractive index of a wide range of organic and inorganic 

materials.82 It can describe anisotropic materials with the addition of just a single variable.17,26 

The Cauchy model’s simplicity makes it ideal for obtaining unique fits for ellipsometric data, but 

it can only be used in the wavelength range in which a film is transparent. To model 

absorptions, an oscillator model is constructed. This model uses Gaussian and Lorentzian 

oscillators to model the absorptions in the film and calculate the extinction coefficient.25 

Oscillator models are advantageous because only three or four variables are needed to describe 

each oscillator, so a complex absorption spectrum can be described with just a dozen variables. 

Developing oscillator models that can describe the absorptions for a wide range of anisotropic 

glasses was a key advance made in this dissertation. This is described in detail in Chapter 2. 

1.5.2. Comparison with Other Techniques 

In addition to ellipsometry, other techniques can overcome the challenges involved in 

characterizing thin, amorphous films and are used to study vapor-deposited glasses. These 

techniques can complement and expand on the work done by ellipsometry. A few examples are 

given below. 

X-ray scattering can characterize molecular packing in vapor-deposited glasses. Typically, 

small molecule glasses lack long-range periodic order, resulting in only a broad amorphous halo 

in an x-ray scattering pattern. However, vapor-deposited glass can have anisotropic molecular 

packing that is observed as broad peaks. For instance, vapor-deposited glasses of indomethacin 
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exhibit layering.15 Vapor deposition of a rod-shaped semiconductor can produce glasses with 

tunable packing, varying from edge-on to face-on depending on the substrate temperature.83 In 

Chapter 2 of this thesis, ellipsometry shows this same material has anisotropic molecular 

orientation. These two techniques combined provide a more detailed molecular picture of the 

glass structure. They show that, when prepared at low substrate temperatures, molecules are 

preferentially packed edge-on with horizontal orientation, while at moderate substrate 

temperatures molecules are packed edge-on with preferential vertical orientation.  

Nanocalorimetry requires only a few nanograms of material to characterize a sample and 

has widely been used to characterize vapor-deposited glasses. In addition to requiring very little 

material, the small size of a nanocalorimeter is advantageous because it can access high heating 

and cooling rates and characterize vapor-deposited glasses and higher temperatures than 

would otherwise be possible. As described in Section 3, Rodríguez- Viejo and coworkers used 

nanocalorimetry to measure transformation fronts velocities in vapor-deposited glasses at 

higher annealing temperatures than previously accessible.47 However, transformation fronts 

have only been directly observed by ellipsometry and secondary ion mass spectroscopy.21,45 

Nanocalorimetry users use these observations to bolster their claim that films in their 

experiments also transform via fronts they cannot directly observe, illustrating how different 

characterization techniques complement each other. 

Other absorption- and emission-based techniques can be used to characterize vapor-

deposited glasses, such as infrared (IR) spectroscopy, and UV-vis absorption, and fluorescence. 

Like ellipsometry, these methods determine the average molecular orientation of a glass by 
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measuring the absorptions or emissions of the organic molecules and then connecting those 

features to the underlying glass structure. However, ellipsometry requires a model to calculate 

the absorbance while techniques like UV-vis measure it directly. Additionally, ellipsometry 

requires a much more complicated experimental set-up, since for the most reliable models data 

needs to be collected over a wide spectral range and several incident angles. On the hand, the 

set-up for IR, UV-vis, and fluorescence experiments is much simpler, but calculating the 

molecular orientation requires simplifying assumptions. Ellipsometry has validated the 

assumptions for these techniques and shown excellent agreement in the calculated molecular 

orientation.84–86 For instance, I use both ellipsometry and UV-vis to characterize vapor-

deposited glasses in Chapter 4 and see similar results for both techniques. I expect that 

techniques like UV-vis, IR, and fluorescence will be used more in the future. This will make 

studies of molecular orientation in amorphous films more accessible and hopefully expand the 

work done in this area.  

1.6. Contributions of This Work 

In the work presented in this thesis, I investigate the thermal stability and anisotropic 

molecular orientation of vapor-deposited glasses. For the first time, I show that vapor-

deposited organic semiconductors can have tunable anisotropic molecular orientation and 

enhanced thermal stability. I propose a new mechanism that explains both of these features in 

terms of partial equilibration at the glass surface during the deposition process.  

In Chapter 2, I show that a series of rod-shaped semiconductors can have tunable 

anisotropic molecular orientation and enhanced thermal stability when prepared by vapor-

deposition. Prior to this work, it was believed that more anisotropic molecules made more 
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anisotropic glasses. My work showed that the mobility at the surface, which could be 

modulated by changing the substrate temperature, and the anisotropic surface structure of the 

equilibrium liquid that determined the molecular orientation. Rod-shaped molecules with a 

wide range of aspect ratios were all governed by this mechanism and had similar trends in 

molecular orientation and stability.  

In Chapter3, I study the thermal stability and transformation behavior of one of the rod-

shaped semiconductors discussed in Chapter 2. For the first time, I show that highly stable, 

vapor-deposited semiconductors transform by fronts initiated from the free surface. By 

developing a new high-throughput annealing protocol, I analyze the front velocities over a wide 

range of annealing temperature for many different glasses prepared at different substrate 

temperatures. This huge data set revealed that the front velocity was independently controlled 

by the mobility of the supercooled liquid after transformation and the properties of the vapor-

deposited glass.  

In Chapter 4, I prepare vapor-deposited glasses of disk-shaped organic semiconductors. I 

find they have tunable anisotropic molecular orientation and enhanced thermal stability. 

Compared to the rod-shaped molecules studied in Chapter 2, they have a similar trend in 

stability but a different trend in molecular orientation. Both of these features can be explained 

by partial equilibration at the glass surface during the deposition. Simulations of the equilibrium 

liquid reveal the surface has different molecular orientation for disk-shaped molecules and rod-

shaped molecules that is consistent with the anisotropic molecular orientation of the vapor-

deposited glass. This work suggests that surface equilibration can explain the behavior of a 
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wide variety of vapor-deposited glasses, including organic semiconductors of many different 

molecular shapes. 

I hope my work bridges the divide between fundamental research on model glassformers 

and research targeted at developing materials for organic electronic devices. By understanding 

the mechanism underlying the formation of stable glasses with anisotropic orientation, this 

work could aid the choice of material and deposition conditions for active layers with improved 

properties, such as enhanced light outcoupling, charge mobility, and lifetimes. 
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2.1. Significance 

Glasses are solids that lack the regular order of crystals. Organic glasses, when produced by 

deposition from the vapor, can exhibit high levels of molecular orientation that improve 

performance of devices such as organic light-emitting diodes. We show here that molecular 

orientation in such glasses is primarily controlled by the substrate temperature during 

deposition, suggesting that the performance of almost any device based upon amorphous 

organic materials might be systematically optimized by this route. We explain molecular 

orientation in the glass in terms of the orientation present near the surface of the 

corresponding liquid. The highly oriented glasses formed here also exhibit high density and 

improved thermal stability. These features will likely further enhance the performance of 

organic electronics devices. 

2.2. Abstract 

Physical vapor deposition is commonly used to prepare organic glasses that serve as the 

active layers in light-emitting diodes, photovoltaics, and other devices. Recent work has shown 

that orienting the molecules in such organic semiconductors can significantly enhance device 

performance. We apply a high-throughput characterization scheme to investigate the effect of 

the substrate temperature (Tsubstrate) on glasses of three organic molecules used as 

semiconductors. The optical and material properties are evaluated with spectroscopic 

ellipsometry. We find that molecular orientation in these glasses is continuously tunable and 

controlled by Tsubstrate/Tg, where Tg is the glass transition temperature. All three molecules can 

produce highly anisotropic glasses; the dependence of molecular orientation upon substrate 
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temperature is remarkably similar and nearly independent of molecular length. All three 

compounds form “stable glasses” with high density and thermal stability, and have properties 

similar to stable glasses prepared from model glass formers. Simulations reproduce the 

experimental trends and explain molecular orientation in the deposited glasses in terms of the 

surface properties of the equilibrium liquid. By showing that organic semiconductors form 

stable glasses, these results provide an avenue for systematic performance optimization of 

active layers in organic electronics. 

2.3. Introduction 

Glasses (or amorphous solids) of low molecular weight organic compounds exhibit desirable 

properties for organic electronics. Because these materials are made from organic molecules, 

properties that depend on chemical identity such as optical absorptions, bandgap, and glass 

transition temperature can be tuned via chemical synthesis. These glasses have solid-like 

mechanical properties similar to those of crystalline materials, but offer morphological 

homogeneity, greater ease of processing, and nearly unlimited compositional tunability. An 

underappreciated feature of these materials, a result of their nonequilibrium nature, is that 

many different glasses can be prepared with the same chemical composition. 

There has been considerable recent interest in controlling molecular orientation in organic 

semiconducting glasses (1–7). Whereas one might expect all glasses to be isotropic because of 

their structural disorder, Yokoyama et al. and other groups have shown that molecular 

orientation in vapor-deposited glasses can be quite anisotropic (3, 4, 8, 9) and depend upon 

deposition conditions (3). It has recently been suggested that orientation resulting from 
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deposition could be used as a figure of merit to identify promising compounds for these 

applications (10). Oriented materials can increase light outcoupling by a factor of 1.5 by 

directing emission out of the plane of the device (10–14). It has also been shown that oriented 

layers can improve device lifetime (15) and charge mobility (16–18). Given the potential utility 

of controlling molecular orientation in device layers (4, 5, 7), it is desirable to understand the 

extent to which molecular orientation can be tuned in glasses made from a particular 

compound and the mechanistic origins of this effect. Anisotropic glassy solids are also of 

interest for applications in optics and optoelectronics (19). 

Concurrently, other investigators have shown that vapor-deposited glasses can have 

desirable physical properties unobtainable by any other means, when the substrate 

temperature during deposition (Tsubstrate) is held somewhat below the glass transition 

temperature (Tg). Discovered using model glass formers and labeled “stable glasses,” these 

glasses have lower enthalpies (20), higher densities (21), and resist structural reorganization to 

higher temperatures than is possible with any other preparation route (22–24). The properties 

of stable glasses are explained by the high mobility of the free surface during the vapor 

deposition process(20, 25). Because of lowered constraints to motion (26), molecules near the 

free surface can adopt near-equilibrium packing arrangements during deposition even at 

temperatures where the bulk structural relaxation time is thousands of years (21, 27). 

Subsequent deposition traps this efficient packing into the bulk solid. Like organic 

semiconductors, stable glasses can be birefringent(21) and also anisotropic in wideangle X-ray 

scattering (28, 29). 
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Here we show that organic semiconductors form stable glasses, and that surface mobility 

during vapor deposition governs bulk molecular orientation in these materials. Using a high-

throughput experimental scheme, we are able to efficiently characterize the effect of 

Tsubstrate on three organic compounds used in semiconducting devices: TPD, NPB, and DSA-Ph 

[Fig. 1E; N,N’-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N’-diphenylbenzidine, N,N’-Di(1-napthyl)-N,N’-diphenyl-

(1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’-diamine, and 1–4-Di-[4-(N,Ndiphenyl)amino]styryl-benzene, respectively]. 

We find that these compounds form stable glasses, and we show that the orientation of the 

vapor-deposited molecules is controlled by Tsubstrate/Tg and is nearly independent of the 

molecular aspect ratio. Using simulations, we show that anisotropic molecular orientation in 

the glass can be understood in terms of molecular orientation and mobility near the free 

surface of the equilibrium liquid. By connecting two apparently disparate bodies of work, we 

develop avenues for research on organic devices and the physics of glasses, and further the 

development of “designer” anisotropic solids. 

2.4. Results 

Fig. 1 illustrates our experimental procedure. Molecules are vapor-deposited in a vacuum 

chamber with base pressure near 10−7 torr onto a substrate with a controlled gradient of 

temperatures using a previously described apparatus (21). On a single substrate, this produces 

many glasses with identical chemical composition but different physical properties (Materials 

and Methods). The different glasses are characterized using spectroscopic ellipsometry with 

Kramers–Kronig consistent models (3). (SI Text, Ellipsometry Measurements; Model 

Construction.) 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental procedure. (A) Organic molecules are vapor-

deposited in a vacuum chamber. A silicon substrate with a controlled range of temperatures 

allows simultaneous deposition of many glasses with different properties but identical chemical 

composition. (B) After vapor deposition, each glass is independently interrogated using 

spectroscopic ellipsometry with a focused beam. (C) Example optical constants for TPD at 

Tsubstrate = 215 K. The optical constants for light polarized normal to (z) and in the plane of the 

substrate (xy) can be independently determined (49). (D) Using the optical constants, the 

orientation order parameter, Sz, can be computed at each Tsubstrate. θz is the angle of the long 

molecular axis relative to the substrate normal and P2 is the second Legendre polynomial. (E) 

Structures and glass transition temperatures for the three compounds studied. 
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Fig. 2A illustrates the determination of key material properties of a vapor-deposited glass 

using spectroscopic ellipsometry. When the “as-deposited” glass is initially heated, it expands 

as a solid while maintaining its as-deposited molecular orientation. At Tonset, which is greater 

than Tg for all of the materials reported here, the glass begins to transform into supercooled 

liquid (SCL). This results in an abrupt change in the film thickness. After the entire sample has 

become the SCL, it is cooled at a controlled rate. The thickness decreases linearly until the glass 

transition temperature, Tg, after which the material falls out of equilibrium and becomes the 

ordinary, liquid-cooled glass. By comparing the film thickness before and after temperature 

cycling, we are able to determine the density of the as-deposited glass relative to the ordinary 

glass (Δρ). For temperature gradient samples, Tonset is determined for many glasses during a 

single heating experiment, whereas Δρ is determined by mapping the sample thickness before 

and after heating (21).  

The three semiconducting compounds investigated here (TPD, NPB, and DSA-Ph) all form 

stable glasses via vapor deposition. This is illustrated in Fig. 2B by the high onset temperatures 

and in Fig. 2C by the high densities . The elevated thermal stability of these materials may 

provide an avenue to increase device lifetime by imparting greater stability to the useful 

structures formed by vapor deposition (see Discussion). The results in Fig. 2 B and C are in good 

agreement with previously reported results for indomethacin (IMC) (21), the most extensively 

studied stable glass former, and can be interpreted as follows. At Tsubstrate/Tg ≥ 1, surface and 

bulk mobility are high enough to allow total equilibration at the deposition temperature; when 

the sample is cooled to 293 K for measurement, it becomes the ordinary glass and has the 

expected values of Tonset/Tg and Δρ. At lower values of Tsubstrate/Tg, there is a thermodynamic 
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Fig. 2. Properties of as-deposited glasses measured with spectroscopic ellipsometry. (A) Sample 

thickness during heating and cooling for a vapor-deposited glass of TPD (Tsubstrate = 289 K). We 

compute a relative density, Δρ, between the as-deposited glass and the ordinary glass from the 

change in film thickness. Tonset, a measure of structural stability against heating, is the 

temperature at which the sample begins to transform into the liquid. Each data point 

represents an independent fit of the optical constants and film thickness at the measurement 

temperature. (B) Tonset/Tg for three molecules used as organic semiconductors and one model 

glass former (21). Tonset is greater than Tg for these materials, indicating that more thermal 

energy is required to dislodge the molecules from their solid-state packing, relative to the 

liquid-cooled glass. Each data point represents a single, independently characterized material. 
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(C) The dependence of Δρ upon Tsubstrate/Tg for glasses made of four compounds. Competition 

between kinetics and thermodynamics produces materials with many different densities. The 

Tonset/Tg and Δρ data for TPD, NPB, and DSA-Ph are consistent with previous data for IMC (21), a 

model glass former. The data shown are from 1,064 independently characterized materials (475 

are IMC). For only DSA-Ph, Δρ is determined using the Lorentz–Lorenz equation (SI Text, Density 

Determination for DSA-Ph) (50–52). Error bars represent 90% confidence intervals (n = 3–6) and 

are independently calculated for each Tsubstrate/Tg on each sample, and are smaller than the 

symbol size for most measurements. 
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driving force to form the equilibrium SCL at that temperature resulting in higher stability, higher 

density materials. The mobility of the surface enables molecules to find these tight packing 

arrangements (20, 25, 27), even though this would require a prohibitively long time for a bulk 

material. Tonset/Tg and Δρ are maximized when high surface mobility is paired with a large 

thermodynamic driving force. At the lowest Tsubstrate/Tg the surface is so immobile that only 

marginally stable glasses are formed despite the presence of the largest driving force for 

densification. Our results are in good agreement with a recent report that NPB forms a stable 

glass when deposited onto a room-temperature substrate (15).  

Using spectroscopic ellipsometry, we find that vapor-deposited glasses of the three 

compounds are anisotropic, each with continuously tunable average molecular orientation that 

is well-correlated with Tsubstrate/Tg. Fig. 3 shows the order parameter, Sz, and the birefringence 

as a function of Tsubstrate/Tg. Using films 70–150 nm thick, Sz is computed from the dichroism of 

the absorption associated with the long axis of each molecule (SI Text, Computing the 

Orientation Order Parameter). As shown in Fig. 1D, Sz is a measure of the average orientation of 

the long axis relative to the surface normal. At the lowest temperatures, Sz closely approaches 

the limit (Sz = −0.5) where the long axes of all molecules lie in the plane of the substrate. Such 

horizontal alignment may be useful in increasing the light outcoupling efficiency of emitting 

molecules (2), or the absorption of light in the photoactive layer of a solar cell. Using films 70–

900 nm thick, the birefringence, Δn = nz – nxy, is calculated at 632.8 nm; Δn results from 

molecular orientation and the anisotropic polarizability tensors of these molecules. By 

comparing different samples and models, we estimate that the Sz and Δn values reported in Fig. 

3 are accurate to ± 0.05 and ±0.01, respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Measures of molecular orientation as a function of Tsubstrate/Tg for vapor-deposited 

glasses of three molecules used in organic semiconductors. (A) The order parameter Sz 

reporting the average orientation of molecules in the glass. Fig. 1D schematically interprets 

these results. A wide range of Sz values is accessed and a generic trend is observed for these 

three linear molecules with different aspect ratios. The data shown are from 612 independently 

characterized materials. (B) The birefringence, which for these materials is also sensitive to the 

average orientation of the long molecular axis relative to the substrate. The birefringence and 

Sz show good correspondence, as shown in the inset for NPB. The data shown are from 828 

independently characterized materials. Error bars represent 90% confidence intervals (n = 3–6). 
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Our high-throughput methodology allows us to differentiate between the effect of 

molecular shape and Tsubstrate/Tg for the first time, to our knowledge. The influence of these two 

variables on molecular orientation has been studied by Yokoyama (3) and our results are 

broadly consistent with this previous work. Whereas Yokoyama concluded that molecules with 

more anisotropic shapes produce more anisotropic materials (30, 31), our extended data show 

in addition that even relatively short molecules like TPD and NPB can be significantly oriented, 

as long as Tsubstrate is correctly chosen. Given the similar trend observed for the three different 

compounds studied here, we propose that the parameter which primarily controls the 

orientation of linear molecules is Tsubstrate/Tg rather than molecular aspect ratio. This is a 

significant change in perspective, as it suggests that a wide range of molecular orientations 

might be achieved with almost any organic compound. 

To understand the origin of molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses, we simulated 

the vapor deposition of a coarse-grained representation of TPD composed of six Lennard-Jones 

spheres connected by harmonic springs (Fig. 4, Inset). We used a previously described algorithm 

that mimics the essential features of the deposition process (Materials and Methods) (32). A 

small number of molecules is introduced to the simulation box in the gas phase and allowed to 

condense at the free surface of a growing film. The just-deposited molecules are maintained at 

an elevated temperature to mimic the effect of enhanced surface mobility; these molecules are 

then gradually cooled to the substrate temperature. After an energy minimization step, the 

next group of molecules is introduced. The process is continued until a vapor-deposited film 

with a thickness of roughly 15 molecular diameters is obtained. These simulations were 

performed over a range of substrate temperatures. Fig. 4 shows that the molecular orientation 
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Fig. 4. Order parameter Sz as a function of Tsubstrate/Tg from simulations of vapor-deposited 

glasses of the inset molecule. These simulations qualitatively reproduce the experimental 

results shown in Fig. 3A. The orientation of the deposited material is defined by comparing the 

long axis of the molecule to the substrate normal, Sz = ⟨P2(û⋅ẑ)⟩. The Tg obtained by cooling a 

liquid of these molecules at the lowest accessible rate is 0.70. The error bars represent the 

standard error of five independently prepared samples. 
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in these simulated vapor-deposited films has the same dependence upon substrate 

temperature as observed in the experiments shown in Fig. 3A. In particular, near Tg, the 

simulated glasses display a weak tendency to orient molecules normal to the substrate, and at 

lower temperatures a stronger tendency to orient molecules in the plane of the substrate. The 

simulated glasses exhibit high density and high onset temperatures, in analogy to Fig. 2 (SI Text, 

Simulations). Note that this model was designed to explore the generic features of the 

experiments and has not been parameterized against atomistic simulations, ab initio 

calculations, or the experimental results. 

Molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses can be understood to be a remnant of the 

molecular orientation present near the surface of the equilibrium liquid. We performed 

additional simulations, using conventional molecular dynamics, to investigate the order 

parameter and density for thin films of the equilibrium liquid above Tg; these results are shown 

in Fig. 5 A and B. Molecules nearest the free surface (0 < z < 1.5, in bead diameter units) have a 

propensity to lie in the plane of the surface. Further from the surface as the liquid reaches the 

bulk density (1.5 < z < 3.5), molecules have a tendency to orient vertically, and this tendency 

becomes stronger at lower temperatures. Beyond z = 3.5, orientation in the liquid is isotropic, 

as expected for a bulk liquid. At a given deposition rate, there will be some substrate 

temperature at which surface mobility is just sufficient to equilibrate the surface to a depth of  

z = 2.5 but no further. Molecules at this depth show a tendency toward vertical orientation and 

will become locked into this orientation when further deposition takes place. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for the equilibrium liquid and the vapor-deposition process reveal the 

origin of molecular orientation in the glass. (A) The order parameter Sz for the equilibrium liquid 

at three temperatures above Tg. Molecules at the free surface (z = 0) tend to lie parallel to the 

surface. Just below the free surface (z ∼ 2.5, in units of the bead diameter), molecules adopt a 

slight vertical orientation, and this tendency becomes stronger as the temperature decreases. 

(B) The number density (ρ) of the equilibrium liquid at three temperatures. The free surface (z = 

0) is defined as the position where the density drops to half of the bulk value. (C) The 

immobilization of molecular orientation during deposition at two substrate temperatures. The y 

axis displays a local order parameter defined by the orientation of individual molecules relative 

to their final orientation. Molecular orientation becomes fixed closer to the free surface at 

lower substrate temperatures. The data in A and B were acquired using conventional molecular 

dynamics to equilibrate the liquid at the simulation temperature and is the average of 5,000 

configurations. The x axis of all panels is provided in units of the bead diameter.  
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Within the context of the simulations of the deposition process, we can test this hypothesis 

for the origin of molecular orientation in the glass. We quantify the depth at which molecular 

orientation becomes fixed during deposition by calculating ⟨P2(û⋅ûfinal)⟩, where ûfinal is the 

orientation of the long axis of the molecule after the deposition is complete. This function, 

shown in Fig. 5C, approaches unity as each molecule attains its final orientation in the glass and 

we use the 1/e point of this approach to define the thickness of the equilibrated layer at the 

free surface during deposition. We observe that equilibration to z ∼ 2.5 occurs near Tsubstrate/Tg 

= 0.99, and Fig. 4 shows that this indeed is the vapor-deposited glass with the maximum value 

of Sz. At Tsubstrate/Tg = 0.86, the surface will only be equilibrated to a depth of z ∼ 1. At this 

depth, molecules tend to be oriented parallel to the surface and this orientation becomes 

locked into the glass. When Tsubstrate/Tg is above 1.02, mobility extends far enough into the film 

to ensure that an isotropic set of orientations are trapped in the vapor-deposited glass. We 

note that this explanation accounts for the qualitatively different dependences of Sz and Δρ 

upon the substrate temperature, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The simulations suggest that orientation in vapor-deposited organic glasses is explained by 

two factors: (i) molecular orientation near the free surface of the equilibrium liquid at Tsubstrate, 

and (ii) mobility near the surface of the glass. The first factor might be investigated in greater 

detail with atomistic simulations and surface sensitive spectroscopy (33), whereas a number of 

new experimental methods are available to probe dynamics at the surface of glasses (25, 34). 

Structure at liquid surfaces is an active area of study (35, 36), and our results indicate that 

physical vapor deposition might be a useful tool in this endeavor. 
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2.5. Discussion 

We anticipate that these results can influence work in organic electronics and related fields 

in several ways. Molecular orientation is already recognized as a key factor influencing device 

performance (1, 2, 4, 5, 10–15, 37, 38) and our results provide a predictive tool for choosing the 

deposition temperature needed to produce the desired orientation, effectively adding a 

dimension to device design. The ability to predictably tune refractive indices across a wide 

range is analogously useful in applications that rely on redirection of light, such as waveguides 

or antireflective coatings (39). Although the results shown in Fig. 3 are only known to apply to 

molecules of roughly linear shape, they suggest that a more general understanding of 

molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses may be attainable with high-throughput 

characterization and simulations. It is possible that liquid-crystal–forming molecules or systems 

with specific intermolecular interactions will exhibit orientation trends distinct from those 

found here, and this would be a further route toward control of molecular anisotropy in glassy 

solids. High-throughput experiments that directly measure charge mobility (16–18) would 

complement the results presented here. 

Because the three systems investigated here show the density and onset temperatures 

expected for stable glasses, we anticipate that organic semiconductors will generally have other 

stable glass properties that should provide control over some known failure modes (40–42). For 

example, high glass density reduces uptake of atmospheric gases which can cause chemical 

degradation (43). Also, it is likely that stable semiconducting glasses will transform via a 
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surface-initiated mobility front (26, 44, 45), allowing the possibility of further enhancing 

thermal stability by engineering device interfaces. 

These results also open avenues for increasing our fundamental understanding of glasses. 

At present, it is hard to discern what features of local packing provide the structural basis for 

high stability glasses. The anisotropic packing of these organic semiconductors provides 

additional experimental observables related to local structure [e.g., molecular orientation and 

anisotropic charge mobility (7)], thus providing the opportunity for a comprehensive 

understanding of structural stability in amorphous packing. One could ask whether it is possible 

to prepare stable glasses that do not have substantial anisotropy. Such systems would be ideal 

for understanding how the Kauzmann entropy crisis is resolved for very deeply supercooled 

liquids (46). Finally, anisotropy can be viewed as a type of ordering that drives a glass toward 

crystalline or liquid crystalline states. The existence of highly anisotropic glasses raises the 

question whether there is a level of anisotropy that cannot be surpassed while maintaining the 

macroscopic homogeneity associated with amorphous packing. 

2.6. Materials and Methods 

2.6.1. Experimental Methods 

Our procedure for preparation and measurement of samples has previously been discussed 

(21). Physical vapor deposition of samples takes place inside a vacuum chamber with base 

pressure near 10−7 torr. After evacuating the chamber with a turbomolecular pump 

(occasionally in concert with cryopumping to lower the partial pressure of water) a copper cold 

cup is cooled via liquid-nitrogen–cooled gas. This copper cup is mechanically coupled to two 
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fingers supporting a single substrate that are independently temperature controlled using a 

Lakeshore 336 (Lakeshore Cryotronics), resistive heater cartridges (Southwest Heater 

Corporation), and 100-Ω platinum resistive temperature detectors (Omega). To produce a 

library of glasses of a single compound, the two fingers are set to different temperatures. After 

the gradient of temperatures in the substrate is established, it is held constant until the end of 

the deposition. 

TPD and NPB were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. DSA-Ph, 99% HPLC grade, was purchased 

from Luminescence Technology Corporation. All compounds were used without further 

purification. The compound for deposition is placed inside an alumina crucible that is heated by 

flow of current through resistive wire. The crucible is ∼18 cm away from the substrate. The 

deposition rate is controlled to be constant using a quartz crystal microbalance, and the true 

deposition rate is determined by the mean sample thickness divided by the duration of the 

deposition. The true deposition rate for TPD is 0.24 ± 0.03, NPB is 0.23 ± 0.03, and DSA-Ph is 

0.27 ± 0.03, all in nm/s. Substrate temperatures are confirmed by comparison of temperature 

gradient samples to single-temperature substrates. The glass transition temperature, Tg, for 

TPD and NPB is determined by heating and cooling at 1 K/min while measuring with 

spectroscopic ellipsometry. Tg for DSA-Ph is determined by differential scanning calorimetry at 

10 K/min. 

Once the deposition is complete, the entire sample is brought to 293 K. The vacuum 

chamber is vented with nitrogen and the samples are either measured immediately or stored at 
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253 K before measurement. A temperature gradient sample of TPD was measured before and 

after storage at 253 K for 6 mo with no detectable evolution of its optical constants. 

2.6.2. Simulation Methods 

The coarse-grained TPD molecule considered here (Fig. 4, Inset) consists of six spherical 

beads representing the aromatic rings of the actual molecule (Fig. 1E). Each sphere interacts 

through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential energy function with parameters σbb = 1.0, εbb = 1.0. The 

cutoff distance for the potential is rc = 2.5 with a smooth decay starting at r = 2.4. To maintain 

the intramolecular structure, the six LJ particles of one molecule are connected by seven stiff 

bonds (lb = 1.0, kb = 1,000). Angle potentials are applied to four groups of three particles that 

include two interior beads and one of the exterior beads (θ = 150°, kangle = 1,000). No additional 

restrictions are applied on the relative rotation of the two halves of the molecule about the 

longitudinal (û) axis. 

The simulation box size is 20 σbb × 20 σbb in the plane of the substrate (x−̂ŷ), and at least 10 

σbb larger than the deposited film thickness normal to the substrate (ẑ). Periodic boundary 

conditions are applied in the x−̂ŷ plane. The substrate is generated from 1,000 randomly placed 

smaller LJ particles. The LJ potential parameters for the substrate are chosen in such a way as to 

minimize their effect on deposited molecules and prevent undesirable ordering (47). The 

parameters for the interaction with other substrate atoms are σss = 0.6, εss = 0.1, and with 

beads representing benzene rings σsb = 1.0 and εsb = 1.0, with a cutoff distance of 2.5σαβ, where 

α,β∈s,b. All substrate atoms are fixed to their random initial position with harmonic springs. 
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The simulated vapor deposition process is analogous to that reported earlier (9, 32). 

Iterative cycles are repeated until a film with thickness of ∼35 σbb is grown. Each cycle consists 

of (i) introduction of four randomly oriented molecules in proximity of the film surface, (ii) 

equilibration of newly introduced molecules at high temperature (T=1.0), (iii) linear cooling of 

these molecules to the substrate temperature in 7 × 105 time steps, and (iv) energy 

minimization of the entire system. The previously deposited molecules and the substrate 

particles are maintained at a constant temperature throughout the process using a separate 

thermostat. For the results shown in Fig. 4, the order parameter is calculated from the middle 

layer of the films to reduce the effect of the substrate and free surface. 

The equilibrium liquid profiles in Fig. 5 A and B were obtained by conventional molecular 

dynamics simulations and represent time averages over simulation runs comprising 108 time 

steps. All simulations were performed using the Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively 

Parallel Simulator package (48) in the canonical ensemble with simulation time step of 0.001. 
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2.9. Supplemental Information 

2.9.1. Ellipsometry Measurements 

Samples are measured using a custom-built temperature control and translation stage 

mounted to a spectroscopic ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam M-2000U). Measurements proceed by 

characterizing the as-deposited properties of the material, heating and cooling the material to 

prepare a known reference state for comparison, and then measuring the final state of the 

sample. 
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Because the beam footprint is small (1.5mm × 0.6 mm) relative to our sample (1 cm × 3.2 

cm) we are able to independently characterize different locations, and thus different substrate 

temperatures. To characterize the as-deposited materials, we typically perform measurements 

in 16 rows (each row is perpendicular to the temperature gradient) and 5 columns (each 

column is parallel to the gradient), for a total of 80 independently characterized glasses per 

sample.  

After the initial mapping, the entire sample is heated at 1 K/min to measure Tonset (Fig. 2 A 

and B). Twelve different substrate temperatures are measured periodically during this heating 

ramp. An example of one of these measurements is shown in Fig. 2A. Once the entire sample 

has become the supercooled liquid, it is cooled at 1 K/min to form the ordinary glass. The data 

acquired during heating and cooling are only used to determine Tonset as they are taken at only a 

single angle and are thus not as reliable as the data acquired before and after heating. 

Once the sample has returned to 293 K, the same locations that were measured before 

transformation are remeasured. The change in the thickness between the initial and this final 

measurement is used to determine Δρ as shown in Fig. 2C for TPD and NPB. (Density and 

thickness are inversely related because the sample dimensions are fixed in the plane of the 

substrate.) Complete transformation of all locations on the temperature gradient sample was 

verified by observing that the entire sample had identical optical constants in the final mapping. 

Minimal physical aging was observed during the course of the final measurement and no 

correction was made for this effect. A different procedure was used to obtain Δρ for DSA-Ph as 

described below in Density Determination of DSA-Ph. 
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The initial and final measurements are performed at seven incident angles evenly spaced 

between 45° and 75° from the normal, or at three incident angles, 50°, 60°, and 70° from the 

normal, over the wavelength range of 245–1,000 nm. This allows us to determine the optical 

properties as a function of substrate temperature (from the data along each column) and 

calculate the precision of our characterization for each substrate temperature independently 

(from the data along each row). Data from rows are averaged and presented in Figs. 2 and 3 as 

a single point, with error bars indicating a 90% confidence interval. For most points, the error 

bars are smaller than the symbol size. In total, 828 glasses (111 DSA-Ph, 115 NPB, 602 TPD) 

were characterized for this study. We have excluded data on 36 glasses (18 DSA-Ph, 8 NPB, 10 

TPD) due to the presence of imperfections on the substrate before or after characterization. 

Without the high-throughput techniques we use here, systematic examination of this many 

samples would have been nearly impossible. 

2.9.1.1. Model Construction 

To determine the orientation order parameter, Sz, we treat the organic films using Kramers–

Kronig consistent absorptive models in CompleteEase (J.A. Woollam Company). Our procedures 

are similar to those used by Yokoyama (1) and are described below for completeness. Because 

we produce many glasses of the same compound we are able to perform a global analysis that 

requires any given model to fit all of the glasses of a given compound (see Reliability of Models 

below).The Kramers–Kronig equation exactly specifies the relationship between the real (n) and 

imaginary (k) components of the complex index of refraction (ñ = n + ik) as a function of 

wavelength. Our models use parameters to specify k(λ) and calculate n(λ). We initially design 
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our models on ordinary glasses of the organic compound we are interested in, which are 

optically isotropic. An approximate determination of k(λ) is made using a model with 

unconstrained absorption properties. Once the approximate curve shapes are established, k(λ) 

is reparameterized as the sum of oscillators.  

The positions, breadths, and amplitudes of the oscillators are determined by fitting to the 

data collected on an ordinary glass of each compound. The fitting process simulates ñ(λ) from 

seed values, compares the simulation to the data, and alters the model parameters to minimize 

the root-mean-squared error (MSE) between the simulation and the data. Representative 

optical constants determined from these isotropic oscillator models for ordinary glasses are 

shown in Fig. S1 and model parameters are given in Table S1. Whereas each oscillator in a given 

model might represent an electronic state of the molecule, our data cannot make such 

assignments conclusively. We are able to construct models with similarly shaped k(λ) that fit 

our data on anisotropic materials equally well, despite having different numbers of oscillators 

or different types of oscillators. We selected as the best models those with the smallest number 

of oscillators that were able to adequately describe isotropic samples.  

2.9.1.2. Adapting Models for Dichroic Glasses and Ensuring Their Accuracy  

To account for the dichroism of the as-deposited glasses, we use anisotropic optical models 

(2). Optical constants for light polarized perpendicular to the substrate are denoted nz and kz; 

for light polarized in the plane of the substrate they are denoted nxy and kxy. We assume that 

the anisotropic packing of the different glasses does not perturb the electronic structure of the 

molecules, and that the electronic structure determines the breadth and position of peaks in  
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Fig. S1. Optical constants for ordinary glasses of TPD, NPB, and DSA-Ph thin films are shown. 

These optical constants are determined from isotropic models. 
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Table S1. Oscillator model parameters for ordinary glasses of organic semiconducting 

compounds measured at 293 K. 

Compound Oscillator 

Typea 

Amplitude 

(unitless) 

Breadth 

(eV) 

Energy 

(eV) 

 

 (nm) 

Gap Energy 

(Eg, eV) 

TPD Gaussian 0.613 0.213 3.313 374.2  

 Gaussian 1.247 0.309 3.478 356.5  

 Gaussian 1.250 0.611 3.870 320.4  

 Gaussian 0.274 0.576 4.340 285.7  

 Gaussian 1.400 0.840 5.461 227.0  

       

NPB Gaussian 0.660 0.269 3.254 381.0  

 Tauc-

Lorentz 

26.058 0.570 3.471 357.2 2.879 

 Gaussian 0.363 0.565 4.517 274.5  

 Gaussian 4.583 0.949 5.793 214.0  

       

DSA-Ph Gaussian 1.166 0.151 2.759 449.4  

 Tauc-

Lorentz 

39.023 0.299 2.884 430.0 2.549 

 Gaussian 0.898 0.475 3.077 402.9  

 Gaussian 0.732 0.539 4.021 308.3  

 Gaussian 0.757 1.688 5.664 218.9  

a
 Detailed explanation of oscillator models, including the mathematical form of the oscillators, 

can be found in Chapter 5 of Spectroscopic Ellipsometry: Principles and Applications by 

Hiroyuki Fujiwara (John Wiley & Sons Ltd). 
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k(λ). Therefore, we fix the type, position, and breadth of each oscillator as determined for the 

ordinary glass, while allowing the amplitude of each oscillator to differ between kz and kxy.  

The data in Fig. 3 use anisotropic models for all materials. When ordinary glasses were fit 

with anisotropic models, the quality of fit was not improved and the optical constants produced 

were consistent with isotropy within  ± 0.05 for Sz and within ±0.003 for Δn. In contrast, 

anisotropic materials fit with isotropic models produced poor fits (Fig. S2). The quality of fit was 

determined by the MSE between the model and data. For TPD and NPB, both the as-deposited 

and ordinary glasses had MSEs near 5. DSA-Ph had MSEs near 9. [The MSE is a unitless quantity 

that sums the squares of the experimental residuals, and then divides by the number of 

degrees of freedom (3).]  

For DSA-Ph it was necessary to further constrain the anisotropic model used to fit the 

vapor-deposited glasses. The oscillator centered at 2.759 eV was allowed to vary its amplitude, 

but the amplitude was constrained to be the same in and out of the plane of the substrate. The 

oscillator centered at 4.021 eV was allowed to vary its breadth in the as-deposited glasses, but 

was also coupled to be the same in and out of the plane of the substrate. These couplings are 

likely related to model complexity and limitations of the fit algorithms used in this work and not 

the behavior of the material. Comparing coupled and uncoupled models produces only small 

changes in Sz and Δn. Coupled models of DSA-Ph are significantly more computationally 

tractable, however.  
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Fig. S2. Measured ellipsometric parameters are compared with isotropic and anisotropic 

models for TPD; see text for model descriptions. Ψ and Δ together can be expressed as the 

complex Fresnel reflection coefficient. They depend on ñ(λ) for silicon, the native oxide of 

silicon, and the organic film. They also depend on the thickness of the native oxide and the 

organic film. Only the properties of the organic film are optimized in these fits. 
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2.9.1.3. Reliability of Models 

One aspect of our modeling procedure which is novel is the consistent application of a 

single model to many glasses of the same compound, spanning a wide range of molecular 

orientations. Because we are able to assume that the ordinary glass is optically isotropic, we are 

able to define the structure of our models on materials with known properties (Sz = 0, Δn = 0). 

We expect that models that are sufficiently robust to accurately fit the entire range of glasses 

produce results that are more realistic. Another indication of the robustness of the models used 

here is the smooth, systematic changes in nxy, nz, kxy, and kz as a function of Tsubstrate. Fig. S3 

shows optical constants of TPD at many Tsubstrate, all treated with a single model. The only values 

allowed to vary from glass-to-glass are the amplitude of the oscillators underlying k(λ) and the 

film thickness.  

During model development, we generate models which fit the ellipsometry data almost as 

well as our best model for each compound (described in Table S1). These models can have 

different numbers, types, widths, positions, and amplitudes of oscillators and do not necessarily 

have quantitatively identical shapes for k(λ). Nonetheless, when these models are applied to 

the full range of glasses for a given compound, the values of Sz and Δn reported in the main text 

are generally reproduced within our stated errors. This provides evidence that the reported 

values are accurate.  

As an additional check on our modeling, we also performed ellipsometry experiments on 

films 400–900 nm thick for all three compounds. We fit these data only for wavelengths at 

which the material does not absorb light using a previously described anisotropic Cauchy  
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Fig. S3. Optical constants for TPD at many different substrate temperatures. All glasses made 

from TPD are treated with a single optical model which allowed only the strength of absorption 

(oscillator amplitude) for each polarization to vary, in addition to the film thickness.   
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model (4) to determine the birefringence; MSEs for Cauchy-based models were near 5 for all 

compounds. Yokoyama has previously established that the optical constants for vapor-

deposited films do not depend upon film thickness (5). Data on thick films are presented in Figs. 

2 B and C and 3B but are not distinguished because of the good agreement between thin films 

and thick films. Obtaining the same birefringence from two independent routes is a strong 

argument that the oscillator models are accurately describing the ellipsometry data. (The order 

parameter Sz could not be determined for thick films, because of the high absorptivity of the 

compounds in the UV. Applying Cauchy models to films thin enough to use absorptive models 

resulted in nonunique fits and were not used for this reason.)  

2.9.2. Simulations 

Using conventional molecular dynamics, we performed temperature ramping simulations 

comparable to the ellipsometric experiments shown in Fig. 2A. Fig. S4 shows the potential 

energy of simulated glasses prepared by vapor deposition or cooling the liquid. The potential 

energy is determined by the sum of the energy of all interactions in the system. Symbols 

represent vapor-deposited films where the substrate temperature was in the range 0.6 ≤ 

Tsubstrate ≤ 0.8. For comparison, we display the potential energy of the equilibrium liquid cooled 

at four different cooling rates ranging from qc = 10−3 to qc = 10−6 (temperature/time, in LJ units). 

The fictive temperatures, Tf, for each cooling rate were found as the intersection of two slopes 

representing the equilibrium liquid line and the extrapolated line from the glassy region. The 

cooling-rate dependence of the fictive temperature is linear and the temperature shift is equal 

to approximately ΔTf = 0.02 per decade of cooling rate. 
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Fig. S4. Potential energy as a function of temperature. Symbols represent the films deposited 

on the substrate at temperatures in the range 0.6 ≤ Tsubstrate ≤ 0.8. Colored lines show the 

temperature dependence of the potential energy while cooling from the equilibrium liquid at 

four cooling rates ranging from qc = 10−3 to qc = 10−6. 
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Fig. S5. Specific volume as a function of temperature. Symbols represent films deposited on 

substrates with temperatures in the range 0.6 ≤ Tsubstrate ≤ 0.8. The red, blue, and green lines 

correspond to heating, cooling, and reheating curves starting from a film deposited at Tsubstrate = 

0.69. At this substrate temperature the largest value of Sz is observed (most vertical orientation 

of the molecules). The heating–cooling rate was qc = 10−5.  
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Fig. S5 shows the temperature dependence of the specific volume during temperature 

cycling for the film deposited at the substrate temperature Tsubstrate = 0.69; this is the substrate 

temperature with the largest order parameter (most vertically oriented molecules). During the 

first heat, Tonset = 0.82, indicating substantial kinetic stability relative to that observed during 

reheating. For all simulation results except Fig. 5 we report values measured from the middle 

layer of the film to reduce the effect of the substrate and the free surface (6).  

The simulation results shown in Figs. S4 and S5 indicate that the coarse-grained model of 

TPD is a good glass former and resistant to crystallization. This model has not been 

parameterized against atomistic simulations, ab initio calculations, or the experimental results. 

The model was designed as a generic model for the linear molecules used in the experiments. 

Despite its simplicity, the favorable comparison with the experimental results (Figs. 3A and 4) 

shows that the simulation model captures the essential features of the physical system which 

result in molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses. The amplitude of the ordering effect 

observed in Fig. 4 is about three times weaker than in the experimental measurements shown 

in Fig. 3A. We attribute this to the simplicity of the model, including the lack of dipole 

interactions. Nevertheless, the qualitative correspondence between the simulations and 

experiments indicates that the model does allow an exploration of important generic features 

of the deposition process. 

Fig. 5 provides the simulation results that explain the mechanism of molecular orientation 

in as-deposited glasses. For Fig. 5C only and for Fig. S6 below, we make use of the simulations 

that mimic the deposition process. Fig. 5 A and B uses conventional molecular dynamics. For  
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Fig. S6. Distribution function of the freezing distances zfr calculated from 〈𝑃2(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)〉 for 

individual molecules. The blue bars correspond to the molecules deposited at Tsubstrate = 0.69 

(most vertical molecular orientation) and the green bars correspond to Tsubstrate = 0.60 (most 

horizontal molecular orientation).  
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convenience we define the free surface to be where the local density of the film is 50% of the 

bulk value. Fig. 5C illustrates how average molecular orientation changes starting from the time 

when a molecule first strikes the free surface until it is immobilized. On the y axis of Fig. 5C we 

plot the function that characterizes the molecular orientation relative to its frozen state:  

〈𝑃2(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)〉 =
3

2
〈(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)

2
〉 −

1

2
 

where cos−1(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) is the angle between the long molecular axis (�̂�, Fig. 4) at a given 

moment during deposition and the final orientation. The angle brackets correspond to 

averaging over 500 molecules which were deposited near the middle of the film. The abscissa 

for Fig. 5C is average position of the molecules relative to the free surface; we have verified 

that the average position increases linearly in time. As 〈𝑃2(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)〉 approaches unity, it 

indicates that the molecules are approaching their final orientation. With analogy to 

autocorrelation functions, we define a characteristic distance for orientation arrest as distance 

from the surface at which 1 − 〈𝑃2(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)〉 = 1/𝑒 (dashed line in Fig. 5C). We refer to this 

distance as the average freezing distance, zfr. Fig. 5C shows that the average freezing distance 

decreases with decreasing substrate temperature.  

We have also calculated the distribution of freezing distances, zfr, for these 500 molecules 

and these are displayed in Fig. S6; zfr for an individual molecule is defined as the position of the 

molecule relative to the free surface at the largest z where 𝑃2(�̂� ∙ �̂�𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) ≤ 1 − (1/𝑒). The blue 

bars correspond to the substrate temperature Tsubstrate = 0.69 at which the most vertical 

orientation is observed and the green bars represent the result for Tsubstrate = 0.60 at which the 
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molecules tend to orient parallel to the substrate. The average values for the distributions are 

consistent with Fig. 5C. The negative values of zfr in Fig. S6 indicate molecules whose 

orientations became frozen at distances where the average film density has not yet reached 

half of the bulk value.  

2.9.3. Computing the Orientation Order Parameter 

Because the transition dipole moment of interest for each compound is the one associated 

with the long axis of the molecule, we calculated Sz at λmax for the longest wavelength 

absorption peak which showed anisotropy. For TPD, λmax = 353.0 nm, for NPB λmax = 377.5 nm, 

and for DSA-Ph λmax = 415.1 nm. Fig. S7 shows representative optical constants for the most 

positively and most negatively anisotropic glass of each compound. Fig. S8 shows 

representative optical constants for glasses deposited near room temperature for each 

compound.  

2.9.4. Density Determination for DSA-PH 

As described in the main text, Δρ for vapor-deposited TPD and NPB glasses was determined 

by mapping the sample thickness before and after heating a temperature gradient sample. This 

approach was not possible for DSA-Ph. On heating to the temperatures required to induce 

transformation into the supercooled liquid, DSA-Ph thermally desorbs from the substrate. Δρ 

for DSA-Ph was instead determined using the Lorentz–Lorenz equation as modified by Vuks (7, 

8) and tested on vapor-deposited glasses previously by Dalal and Ediger (9). The density 

determined by the Lorentz–Lorenz equation is in good correspondence with the density of DSA- 
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Fig. S7. Optical constants for the most anisotropic glasses of three compounds. (Left) Optical 

constants for each compound deposited at the lowest substrate temperatures reported in this 

work. (Right) Optical constants for each compound near 0.95 Tg, where Sz is maximized for each 

compound.  
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Fig. S8. Optical constants for vapor-deposited glasses with Tsubstrate near room temperature for 

three compounds.  
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Fig. S9. Density of DSA-Ph determined using two methods. The Lorentz–Lorenz density depends 

only on comparing the index of refraction at λ = 632.8 nm at a particular Tsubstrate to Tsubstrate = 

358 K. The trend in the density is quantitatively consistent with Δρ from heating and cooling, 

once the results from heating and cooling are vertically shifted to account for the evaporation 

of material during the transformation.  
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Ph determined by heating and cooling, except for a vertical shift required to account for 

thermal desorption. These two ways of determining Δρ for DSA-Ph are compared in Fig. S9. 
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3.1. Abstract 

Vapor-deposited organic glasses can show enhanced kinetic stability relative to liquid-

cooled glasses. When such stable glasses of model glassformers are annealed above the glass 

transition temperature Tg, they lose their thermal stability and transform into the supercooled 

liquid via constant velocity propagating fronts. In this work, we show that vapor-deposited 

glasses of an organic semiconductor, N,N′-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N′-diphenylbenzidine (TPD), 

also transform via propagating fronts. Using spectroscopic ellipsometry and a new high-

throughput annealing protocol, we measure transformation front velocities for TPD glasses 

prepared with substrate temperatures (TSubstrate) from 0.63 to 0.96 Tg, at many different 

annealing temperatures. We observe that the front velocity varies by over an order of 

magnitude with TSubstrate, while the activation energy remains constant. Using dielectric 

spectroscopy, we measure the structural relaxation time of supercooled TPD. We find that the 

mobility of the liquid and the structure of the glass are independent factors in controlling the 

thermal stability of TPD films. In comparison to model glassformers, the transformation fronts 

of TPD have similar velocities and a similar dependence on TSubstrate, suggesting universal 

behavior. These results may aid in designing active layers in organic electronic devices with 

improved thermal stability. 

3.2. Introduction 

Organic glasses are widely studied and are used in a variety of applications. Glasses are 

advantageous in part because they are non-equilibrium materials and their properties can be 

tuned depending on the route of preparation.1–3 In particular, physical vapor deposition can 

prepare organic glasses with exceptional thermal stability if the deposition conditions are 
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chosen appropriately;4–6 transformation to the supercooled liquid has been observed to occur 

at temperatures up to 35 K higher than the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the liquid-

cooled glass.7 Stable glasses also have high density6,8–11 and low enthalpy5–7,12–15, and can 

exhibit useful anisotropic structures16 as evidenced by birefringence10,11,17, dichroism17, and X-

ray scattering.14,15,18,19 These solid-state properties are lost on transformation to the 

equilibrium supercooled liquid, so high thermal stability is important for extending the range of 

applications for these materials. 

A recent study has shown that several compounds used in vapor-deposited active layers in 

organic electronic devices can form glasses of high thermal stability17, but there are 

unanswered questions about the mechanism by which these materials thermally degrade. The 

thermal stability of active layers in organic devices is important as demonstrated by 

observations that device performance degrades after annealing,20–22 likely due to pinhole 

formation and loss of anisotropy. Adachi and coworkers have investigated the transformation 

mechanism of vapor-deposited active layers, and found that films transformed 

heterogeneously and were best fit by a model in which mobility is highest near the free 

surface.23 Stable glass formation is quite general for vapor-deposited organic molecules and 

occurs over a wide range of substrate temperatures, so the active layers in many organic 

devices are likely stable glasses. Understanding the transformation mechanism for the glasses 

that form active layers could advance device design and improve thermal stability. 

Work on model glassformers has established that the thermal stability of thin films of 

vapor-deposited stable glasses is controlled by a different mechanism than liquid-cooled, 
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ordinary glasses.24–27 When an ordinary glass is annealed above Tg, it transforms to the 

supercooled liquid by a spatially homogenous process. In contrast, when stable glasses of 

model glassformers are heated, they transform via constant velocity propagating fronts 

initiated at a free surface or other interface. For thin stable glass films under about a micron in 

thickness, the front mechanism dominates and completely controls the thermal stability of the 

film. Transformation fronts have been directly detected or inferred using a wide variety of 

experimental techniques. Calorimetry,25,28–30 dielectric,26,31 and ellipsometric27 experiments 

have observed that the transformation time depends linearly on film thickness for thin films, as 

is expected for constant velocity propagating fronts. Secondary ion mass 

spectrometry24,32,33and ellipsometry27 experiments have directly observed the transformation 

fronts. Transformation fronts are believed to result from kinetic facilitation.34–36 On annealing, 

molecules in the interior of a stable glass do not have sufficient mobility to rearrange on a 

reasonable timescale. However, heightened mobility at a free surface37 or liquid37 interface 

enables adjacent molecules otherwise trapped in the glass to join the liquid. Newly created 

liquid molecules facilitate motion in their neighbors, causing transformation to propagate from 

the initial interface into the bulk in the form of a front. Front behavior naturally arises in a 

kinetic Ising model34 and in calculations using the random first order transition (RFOT) theory of 

glasses36. These calculations reproduce key experimental features, such as the existence of 

transformation fronts,34,36 the competition between front and homogeneous transformation 

mechanisms under different conditions,34 and front velocities over a range of annealing 

temperatures.36 
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In this work, we investigate the thermal stability of vapor-deposited stable glasses of an 

organic semiconductor, N,N′-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N′-diphenylbenzidine (TPD), that has been 

widely studied as a hole transport layer.3,17,20,22,38 We build upon a previously developed high-

throughput sample preparation scheme in which deposition occurs onto a substrate with an 

imposed temperature gradient.39  We demonstrate a new, high-throughput annealing protocol 

that uses ellipsometry to efficiently monitor the transformation of nearly fifty different stable 

glasses of TPD over a wide range of annealing temperatures. We perform dielectric 

spectroscopy to measure the mobility of supercooled TPD and compare the front velocities to 

those of other glassformers. 

We find that the thermal stability of TPD glasses with high kinetic stability is determined by 

the velocity of propagating transformation fronts. We observe that the front velocity varies by 

over an order of magnitude for TPD glasses prepared at substrate temperatures between 0.63 

and 0.96 Tg, and is imperfectly correlated with the density of glass, similar to results previously 

reported for indomethacin, a model glassformer. Using our new high-throughput annealing 

protocol, we calculate the activation energies of the transformation fronts for a wide variety of 

glasses. We show that the transformation front velocities for TPD glasses prepared at different 

substrate temperatures have the same activation energy. We find that the mobility of the 

supercooled liquid and the structure of the glass are independent factors in controlling the 

thermal stability of TPD films. These results may aid in designing organic electronic devices with 

improved lifetimes. 
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3.3. Experimental Methods 

Glasses were prepared by physical vapor deposition as has been previously described.39 TPD 

(N,N′-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N′-diphenylbenzidine, 99% purity, Tg = 330 K), structure shown in 

the inset of Figure 2b, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without modification. 

Crystalline TPD was loaded into a crucible and placed in a vacuum chamber with a base 

pressure of 10-7 torr. The crucible was heated to evaporate TPD and maintain a constant 

deposition rate of 2.2 ± 0.1 Å/s as monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance next to the 

substrate. TPD vapor condensed on a temperature controlled silicon substrate 18 cm away 

from the crucible until the condensed film was about 100 nm thick. The precise thickness and 

deposition rate were subsequently determined from ellipsometric measurements.  

Many glasses with the same chemical composition but different substrate temperatures 

during deposition (TSubstrate) were prepared on a single sample using a previously described high-

throughput sample preparation scheme.39 A silicon substrate was suspended between two 

copper fingers in a vacuum chamber. During vapor deposition, a temperature gradient was 

imposed on the substrate by heating or cooling each copper finger to a different temperature. 

A typical temperature gradient spanned 100 K over a 3.2 cm substrate. The substrate 

temperature during the deposition was determined to be accurate to ±2 K by comparing the 

birefringence and order parameter of the deposited glasses to previously published work.17 

Three different temperature gradient samples were utilized in this work. 

Samples were annealed on the ellipsometer using a home-built temperature controlled 

translation stage.10 Ellipsometric measurements were made before, during, and after annealing. 
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Measurements were made on a J.A. Woollam M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer at three 

angles (50°, 60°, 70°) over a 245-1000 nm spectroscopic range. The temperature of the stage 

was accurate to ±1 K over the temperature range used here based on the comparison to several 

melting point standards. Nitrogen gas was blown over the ellipsometry stage during 

measurements to control the environment around the sample. Samples were annealed using 

either an isothermal or a high-throughput annealing protocol. The annealing protocols are 

described below.  

In the isothermal annealing protocol, samples were annealed at a single temperature for a 

long period of time. First, ellipsometry measurements were performed at room temperature. 

Then the sample was ramped at 50 K/min to the annealing temperature and held at that 

temperature for one hour. Ellipsometric measurements were made every 60 seconds during 

the annealing. Finally, the sample was returned to room temperature with a cooling rate of 50 

K/min; this was maintained through 330 K, the Tg of the material. The sample was measured 

again at room temperature. This annealing protocol is illustrated in Figure 1a below. Only 

samples prepared with a single substrate temperature were annealed using the isothermal 

protocol and one location was measured on each sample. 

In the high-throughput annealing protocol, samples were repeatedly annealed for two 

minutes at steadily increasing annealing temperatures and were measured at room 

temperature between each annealing step. This temperature protocol is illustrated in Figure 2a 

below. First, ellipsometry measurements were performed at room temperature. For 

temperature gradient samples, different locations on the sample were glasses prepared with 
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different substrate temperatures. To measure all these glasses, the sample was “mapped”. 

During mapping, the entire sample was scanned using the translation stage to measure about 

90 different glasses prepared at 18 different substrate temperatures; these measurements 

required about 80 minutes. No measureable aging effects were seen during mapping, as 

expected because the measurements were done far below Tg. After mapping, the sample was 

brought to the annealing temperature for two minutes before being cooled again to room 

temperature. The heating and cooling rates were 50 K/min for all but one of the samples 

analyzed, which was ramped at an uncontrolled, but similar, rate. At room temperature, one 

glass prepared with each substrate temperature was measured, so about 20 minutes were 

needed to acquire data. The sample was then annealed again for two minutes at an annealing 

temperature 2K higher than the previous annealing temperature and then measured again at 

room temperature. This process was repeated until the sample was fully transformed as 

confirmed by spectroscopic ellipsometry.  

After the above annealing steps, samples were heated to Tg + 15 K at 1 K/min and 

immediately cooled at the same rate to room temperature. This prepared a 1 K/min liquid-

cooled, ordinary glass which is a useful reference state for vapor-deposited organic glasses.17,39 

The entire sample (~ 90 spots) was then mapped again using spectroscopic ellipsometry. The 

densities of the vapor-deposited glasses were calculated relative to the ordinary glasses on a 

spot-to-spot basis as previously described.17,39 Ellipsometric measurements of the as-deposited 

glass and the 1 K/min liquid-cooled glass were fit with a homogenous model, described below, 

to determine the film thicknesses. Changes in film thickness are inversely proportional to 

changes in film density because the film adheres to the substrate and does not flow. The 
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relative densities of the vapor-deposited glasses, combined with the data from reference 17, 

are shown in Figure 8 below. The Tg of TPD was determined by reheating the 1 K/min liquid-

cooled glass at 1 K/min and ellispometrically measuring where the thermal expansion of the 

material changes from that of the glass to that of the supercooled liquid, as has previously been 

described for model glassformers.10,39 The Tg for the model glassfomer indomethacin used for 

comparison was determined by the same method in Ref 39. 

Ellipsometric data were fit with three different models similar to those used previously:27 a 

homogenous model, a one front model, and a two front model. All models describe the TPD 

film on a silicon substrate with 2 nm of native silicon oxide. (1) The homogenous model for TPD 

is a previously described anisotropic absorptive oscillator model.17 The TPD film is treated as a 

single layer and the optical constants and film thickness are fit independently for each 

measurement. (2) The one front model describes the vapor-deposited film as two layers where 

the optical constants of each layer are fixed and the layer thicknesses can vary. The bottom 

layer is the stable glass and the top layer is the ordinary glass (or the supercooled liquid if the 

measurements were made when annealing above Tg.) The optical constants of the stable glass 

were determined by fitting the homogenous model to the first measurement at the 

measurement temperature. The optical constants of the ordinary glass (or supercooled liquid) 

were determined by fitting the homogenous model to the final measurement at the 

measurement temperature after the sample was fully transformed. The location of the 

interface between the two layers was determined independently for each measurement. (3) 

The two front model, illustrated in Figure 1a below, describes the TPD film using three layers: 

the middle layer has the optical constants of the stable glass and the top and bottom layers 
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have the optical constants of the ordinary glass (or supercooled liquid depending on the 

temperature during the measurement.)  

We note that the as-deposited TPD glasses are birefringent and dichroic, as established in 

recent work.17 The birefringence and dichroism of the as-deposited samples produced for this 

work are highly consistent and consistent with the previously published results. See Figure S1 in 

Supplementary Materials for the refractive indexes and extinction coefficients of the as-

deposited TPD glasses.40  

As TSubstrate approaches Tg from below, the kinetic stability of vapor-deposited glasses 

markedly decreases.17,39,41 Both the one front and two front models failed to fit glasses 

prepared with substrate temperatures from 0.90 to 0.95 Tg and above 0.96 Tg and these data 

are not reported; this occurs either because fronts do not exist for these glasses or because 

there is not sufficient optical contrast between the vapor-deposited glass and the ordinary glass 

for the fronts to be detected with ellipsometry. Glasses prepared with substrate temperatures 

ranging from 0.63 to 0.90 Tg were best fit with the two front model, as indicated by 

monotonically changing front heights and the lowest MSE. Glasses prepared at 0.95 Tg and 0.96 

Tg were also best fit using the two front model, as indicated by monotonically changing front 

heights and the lowest MSE (within a few percent.) 

Dielectric measurements were performed as has previously been described for similar small 

organic molecules.42 TPD crystals were melted and quenched to form a glass. The glass was 

heated above Tg and the frequency dependence of the dielectric response of the supercooled 
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liquid was measured over a range of temperatures. A dielectric relaxation time, τα, was 

calculated from the peak in the frequency response of ε”. 

3.4. Results 

3.4.1. Detection of TPD Transformation Fronts with Ellipsometry 

As shown in Figure 1, the thermal stability of TPD stable glasses annealed above Tg is 

determined by the velocity of transformation fronts. Figure 1a illustrates the isothermal 

annealing of a vapor-deposited stable glass of TPD. Between the vertical dashed lines, the 

sample was annealed for one hour at Tg + 10 K while being measured using spectroscopic 

ellipsometry. Each ellipsometric measurement was fit independently using the “two front” 

model described above. The two front model, shown schematically in Figure 1a, describes the 

vapor-deposited film using three layers with fixed optical constants but variable thickness: a top 

supercooled liquid layer, a middle stable glass layer, and a bottom supercooled liquid layer. 

Fitting the two front model to the experimental data finds the heights of the two interfaces 

between the layers. The interface heights during the annealing of this sample are plotted in 

Figure 1b and track the progression of the transformation fronts. 

Figure 1b shows the presence of two propagating transformation fronts during the 

annealing of a vapor-deposited stable glass of TPD at 10 K above its Tg. One front originates at 

the free surface and the other front originates at the substrate. Both fronts progress 

monotonically with time. Since each ellipsometry measurement is fit independently, this is 

strong evidence that this film is transforming via a propagating front mechanism.  
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FIG. 1. Isothermal annealing at 340 K of a TPD glass vapor-deposited at TSubstrate = 284 K. Vertical 

dashed lines mark the start and end of the annealing period. Circles denote measurements 

made at 293 K. Triangles denote measurements made at 340 K. Data density is reduced to 20% 

for clarity. (a) Temperature profile for the isothermal annealing protocol. Symbols denote 

ellipsometric measurements. Inset: A schematic illustration of the two front model used to fit 

ellipsometry measurements.  (b) Height of the surface-initiated (red) and substrate-initiated 

(blue) transformation fronts, as determined by the two front model. (c) Comparison of the root 

mean square error (MSE) for three different models fit to the ellipsometric data. The two front 

model has the lowest MSE during the annealing. 
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Figure 1c compares the root mean square error (MSE), a measure for the goodness of the 

fit to the ellipsometric data, for three models used to fit the film. All the models described the 

as-deposited glass equally well and have the same MSE, but during annealing the two front 

model provided the best description of the data. This provides further evidence that the film 

transforms via surface- and substrate-induced fronts. The other models used to fit the data 

were a one front model and a homogenous model. The one front model described the organic 

film with just two layers with fixed optical constants: a supercooled liquid layer over a stable 

glass layer. The homogenous model describes the organic film as just one layer, but allows the 

optical constants as well as the thickness of that layer to vary. All samples were best fit using 

the two front model as indicated by monotonically changing front heights and the lowest MSE 

(within a few percent.) 

The front velocity can be calculated from the ellipsometric measurements shown in Figure 

1b.  The slope of the triangles indicates the front velocity of the surface-initiated front at the 

annealing temperature. The same velocity is found by using the difference between the two 

room temperature measurements (circles) and dividing by the annealing time. Since the front 

velocities measured by these two methods are equivalent, we can develop a high-throughput 

annealing protocol in which front velocities are calculated using only measurements made at 

room temperature before and after annealing, as described in the next section. 

3.4.2. High-Throughput Annealing 

We used a high-throughput protocol to measure the thermal stability of vapor-deposited 

glasses at many different annealing temperatures in a single experiment, as illustrated in  
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FIG. 2. High-throughput annealing of a TPD glass vapor-deposited at TSubstrate = 283 K. (a) 

Temperature profile of the high-throughput annealing protocol. Ellipsometric measurements 

are made at 293 K and are denoted with circles. (b) Height of the surface-initiated (red) and 

substrate-initiated (blue) transformation fronts after each annealing step. Inset: The 

molecular structure of TPD and its glass transition temperature, Tg. 
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Figure 2. In this protocol, the sample is annealed for many short (two minute) intervals and is 

measured using ellipsometry at room temperature between each annealing step. Ellipsometric 

data were fit with three different models and all samples were best fit using a two front model, 

as described above; data after each annealing step were fit independently.  The annealing 

temperature was increased by 2 K with each annealing step. By annealing the sample for two 

minutes with 2 K steps in annealing temperature, our step ramp protocol is similar to a 

continuous 1 K/min ramp. 

Figure 2b illustrates the propagation of transformation fronts in a TPD stable glass 

annealed with our high-throughput protocol. Transformation fronts are initiated at the free 

surface and substrate and progress monotonically through the film with each annealing step. At 

low annealing temperatures, there is essentially no change in the heights of the fronts, while at 

higher annealing temperatures there are larger and larger changes in the front heights during 

each two minute annealing period. Front velocity is calculated by dividing the front progression 

during the annealing step by the annealing time, so front velocities at higher annealing 

temperatures are larger. This will be discussed further in the next section. 

In a single experiment, we measured the thermal stability of many different glasses over a 

range of annealing temperatures using our high-throughput annealing protocol. Figure 2 

illustrates the thermal stability of just one of eighteen different glasses prepared on a 

temperature gradient sample. Simultaneously measuring the thermal stability of many glasses 

over a range of annealing temperatures is possible in our protocol because the annealing times 

are short and the ellipsometry measurements are made at room temperature. By having short 
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annealing times, the sample can be annealed at many different annealing temperatures before 

it is fully transformed to the supercooled liquid; this allows an efficient survey of the effect of 

annealing temperature on thermal stability. By making measurements at room temperature 

after each annealing step, we decouple the measurement time from the annealing time. Long 

measurement times are needed to measure the many different glasses prepared at different 

substrate temperatures in order to determine how they changed during each annealing. Room 

temperature is far enough below Tg for TPD that there are no measureable changes in the 

properties of the sample over the course of the measurements.  

3.4.3. Influence of Substrate Temperature on Thermal Stability 

As illustrated in Figure 3, vapor-deposited glasses of TPD prepared at different substrate 

temperatures (TSubstrate) have different thermal stabilities. Figure 3a shows the propagation of 

transformation fronts initiated at the free surface for five TPD glasses prepared at different 

substrate temperatures on the same sample. For each glass, there are greater changes in front 

height at higher annealing temperatures. Glasses prepared with higher substrate temperatures, 

up to TSubstrate = 283 K, resist transformation most effectively. These glasses have previously 

been reported to have higher onset temperatures for transformation into the supercooled 

liquid.17 

Transformation front velocities for a range of annealing temperatures are plotted in Figure 

3b for the five stable glasses of TPD. The front velocities for each glass were calculated by 

measuring how far the front progressed during an annealing step (shown in Figure 3a) and 

dividing by the annealing time. Glasses prepared at different substrate temperatures have very  
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FIG. 3. (a) Height of the surface-initiated transformation fronts after each annealing step in the 

high-throughput annealing protocol. Different symbols denote glasses prepared at different 

substrate temperatures on the same sample. (b) Velocities of the surface-initiated 

transformation fronts in panel (a) during each annealing step. Log (vSurface Front) increases 

linearly with the annealing temperature, indicating that the activation energy of the front 

velocities can be calculated using Equation 1 as described in the text.  
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different thermal stabilities. For example, when annealed at 340 K, a glass prepared at TSubstrate 

= 209 K (Figure 3b, triangles) has a transformation front that moves nearly 18 time faster than a 

glass prepared at TSubstrate = 283 K (Figure 3b, circles.) For the most kinetically stable glasses near 

TSubstrate = 283 K, the front velocity was only calculated at high annealing temperatures because 

no measureable front progression was observed at low annealing temperatures. For the least 

kinetically stable glasses (TSubstrate = 209 K), front velocity was only calculated for annealing 

temperatures just above Tg because the film fully transformed before annealing steps at the 

highest annealing temperatures were performed. The front velocities for each glass in Figure 3b 

have very similar temperature dependences, as indicated by the similar slopes. Thus 

transformation fronts for all of these glasses have the same activation energy, independent of 

substrate temperature, as will be discussed in more detail in the following section.  

Figure 4 illustrates how the transformation front velocity for TPD glasses depends upon the 

substrate temperature during deposition. At two different annealing temperatures, the front 

velocity varies with substrate temperature by over an order of magnitude. This represents a 

very significant difference in the thermal stability of these TPD glasses. As shown in Figure 4, 

front velocities for TPD glasses are similar to those previously measured for indomethacin (IMC, 

a model glassformer) when comparing the annealing temperatures and the substrate 

temperatures relative to Tg of each system.27 In both TPD and IMC, the lowest front velocities 

(the glasses with highest thermal stability) are produced when the substrate temperature is 

held near 0.87 Tg during deposition. 
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FIG. 4. TPD (red) and IMC (black) surface-initiated transformation front velocities over a 

range of substrate temperatures for selected annealing temperatures. IMC data are from 

reference 27. Different symbols represent different samples for TPD. Substrate and 

annealing temperatures are expressed relative to Tg to compare the two systems. 
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Transformation fronts initiated from the substrate have qualitatively the same behavior as 

fronts initiated from the free surface (substrate-initiated fronts had about 10% larger velocities 

on average at the annealing temperatures shown in Figure 4), with three important differences. 

First, as indicated in Figure 1b, the substrate-initiated front does not always propagate at 

constant velocity. Second, for some glasses on one sample, the substrate-initiated front 

appeared to show an induction time. Third, different samples showed up to factor of two 

variation in the velocity of the substrate-initiated front. We do not know to what extent the 

behavior exhibited at the substrate is an artifact of the fitting procedures. It is possible that 

modifying the substrate surface prior to deposition would result in more consistent 

observations. Further discussion will focus on the behavior of surface-initiated fronts.   

3.4.4. Activation Energy of Transformation Fronts  

As shown in Figure 3b, the temperature dependence of the transformation front velocity 

appears to be independent of substrate temperature. We can test this observation 

quantitatively by fitting each data set to the Arrhenius equation to extract the activation 

energy: 

(1) 
𝐸𝑎 = −𝑅

𝜕 𝑙𝑛 𝑣 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡

𝜕 (1 𝑇)⁄  

Here R is the universal gas constant.  

The activation energies for transformation front propagation into vapor-deposited TPD 

glasses prepared over a wide range of substrate temperature are plotted in Figure 5. The 

activation energies of the transformation front velocities have no dependence upon the  
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FIG. 5. Activation energies for the surface-initiated (red) and substrate-initiated (blue) 

transformation front velocities over a wide range of substrate temperatures. A line marks 

the average activation energy of the surface-initiated fronts, 380 ± 20 kJ/mol. 
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substrate temperature. The surface-initiated front velocity has an average activation energy of 

380 ± 20 kJ/mol. Fronts initiated at the substrate had similar activation energies and an average 

value of 370 ± 30 kJ/mol. 

3.4.5. Dielectric Spectroscopy 

We used dielectric spectroscopy to measure the frequency-dependent dielectric response 

of the supercooled liquid of TPD over a wide range of temperature. Figure 6a shows the loss 

component of the dielectric response, ''(), which can be represented by Havriliak-Negami fits 

with  = 0.25, HN = 0.92, and HN = 0.29. A characteristic dielectric relaxation time, τα, can be 

calculated from the peak frequency (fmax) of the loss profile using the following equation:42  

(2) τα = 1/(2πfmax) 

Figure 6b shows the calculated τα as a function of temperature. The temperature 

dependence of τα is well-described by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation:43–45  

(3) τ = τ0𝑒
(

𝐵

𝑇−𝑇0
)
 

The fit parameters for the VFT equation are log(τ0/s) = -19.2, B = 1517.2 K, and T0 = 258.9 K. The 

Tg calculated from the dielectric relaxation  = 100 s) was 330 K. This is in good 

agreement with the dilatometric Tg of 330 K obtained using ellipsometry and a cooling rate of 1 

K/min.17 The kinetic fragility parameter “m” has a value of 98 for TPD indicating that TPD is a 

fragile glassformer. We note that the τα values shown for the two lowest temperatures in Figure 

6b were determined by an alternate procedure.  At these temperatures, the peak of the 

dielectric loss does not occur in the observed frequency window.  The values of τα at these  
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FIG. 6. (a) Dielectric loss spectra for the supercooled liquid of TPD at temperatures spanning 

334 K to 366 K with 2 K intervals. The peak in the frequency response shifts to higher 

frequencies as the temperature increases. (b) Temperature dependence of the dielectric 

relaxation time τα. Data are fit with the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation shown. 
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temperatures were obtained by shifting the observed dielectric response to higher 

temperatures and assuming that the shape of the dielectric response is independent of 

temperature. 

3.5. Discussion 

3.5.1. Universality of Transformation Front Behavior for Glasses with High Kinetic 

Stability 

Kinetic facilitation,46–48 the idea that areas with high mobility can induce mobility in 

neighboring regions of low mobility, offers an explanation for why stable glasses transform into 

the supercooled liquid via a front mechanism. From this perspective, heightened mobility at a 

free surface37 enhances motion in neighboring molecules in a glass. As molecules that border 

high mobility regions rearrange and equilibrate, they become highly mobile and facilitate 

further motion. This results in a mobility front that propagates through a glass at constant 

velocity. Within the framework of kinetic facilitation, propagating transformation fronts are 

expected to be important for every glass with high kinetic stability that has a high mobility 

surface or interface. 

Our results show that vapor-deposited stable glasses of TPD transform to the supercooled 

liquid via propagating fronts when annealed above Tg. This is illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3 for 

a wide variety of TPD glasses annealed at many different temperatures. All TPD glasses 

deposited with substrate temperatures (TSubstrate) between 0.63 and 0.96 Tg transformed by 

fronts initiated at the free surface and the substrate. Stable glasses can also transform via a 

bulk mechanism, but the front mechanism dominates in thin films. The film thickness where the 
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front mechanism no longer describes the transformation has been measured for several 

systems and is on the order of microns.25,26 The transformation front velocities are the relevant 

parameter for evaluating the stability of thin TPD films, such as the ~120 nm films in this work. 

Transformation via a propagating front appears to be a universal feature in thin glassy films 

with high kinetic stability, as expected from kinetic facilitation. Figure 7 compares the 

transformation front velocity of TPD to two model glassformers, indomethacin and ααβ-

trisnaphthylbenzene.32 To fairly compare the different systems, all the glasses shown were 

vapor-deposited at 0.85 Tg.  The front velocities in Figure 7 are plotted against the structural 

relaxation time τα for the supercooled liquid at the annealing temperature in order to account 

for the different Tg values of the different systems. Figure 7 shows that TPD exhibits 

transformation fronts similar to model stable glassformers. Among these systems, TPD forms 

the most stable glasses, as it has the lowest front velocity for a given mobility of the liquid. 

Figure 4 illustrates that stable glasses of TPD and indomethacin prepared with a wide range of 

substrate temperatures have similar front velocities when substrate and annealing 

temperatures are expressed relative to Tg. 

The high-throughput annealing protocol used here is roughly equivalent to experiments in 

which temperature is increased at a constant rate and complements temperature-scanning 

calorimetry measurements by allowing for the direct detection of transformation fronts. 

Rodríguez-Tinoco et al.30 and Bhattacharya et al.29 have investigated stable glasses using 

calorimetric methods where temperature is rapidly scanned and the excess heat capacity of a 

stable glass is measured over a broad range of temperatures in a single experiment. Both of 
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these groups observe that the transformation rate is independent of film thickness, which is 

consistent with transformation via a propagating front mechanism. Rodríguez-Tinoco et al. 

studied indomethacin and supplemented the fast-scanning measurements with differential 

scanning calorimetry.30 They calculated front velocities in quantitative agreement with 

previously published isothermal annealing experiments and extended the range of investigated 

annealing temperatures up to Tg + 75 K.  Our high-throughput annealing protocol also allows us 

to access a range of annealing temperatures in a single experiment. Although this range is 

smaller than in the calorimetry measurements, we access lower annealing temperatures which 

are likely more relevant for evaluating the thermal stability of molecules used in organic 

electronics. In addition, ellipsometry experiments directly detect transformation fronts (rather 

than infer them) and can directly determine the behavior of multiple fronts if they are present. 

3.5.2. What controls the transformation front velocity?  

3.5.2.1. Influence of Annealing Temperature 

Within the framework of kinetic facilitation, a propagating transformation front is expected 

to move more rapidly at higher annealing temperatures because of the higher mobility of the 

supercooled liquid.  Figure 7 is consistent with this idea and further shows that front velocities 

for the three systems show a similar dependence upon the structural relaxation time τα of the 

liquid. Using temperature-ramping calorimetry experiments, Rodríguez-Tinoco et al.30 have 

shown that the power law relationship between velocity and τα continues for indomethacin 

over a large temperature range up to Tg + 75 K. It is noteworthy that the front velocities have 

weaker temperature dependences than τα for all three systems. Front velocities have 
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temperature dependences more similar to that of the supercooled liquid diffusion coefficients 

for indomethacin and ααβ-trisnaphthylbenzene.32 

Using a high-throughput annealing protocol, we find that the temperature dependence of 

the transformation front velocity is independent of substrate temperature and is the same for 

fronts initiated at the free surface and the substrate (Figure 5). A possible explanation for why 

all the transformation fronts for many different stable glasses have the same activation energy 

is that all the different glasses transform into the same supercooled liquid with the same 

mobility. This provides further evidence that the mobility of the supercooled liquid influences 

the front velocity. 

3.5.2.2. Influence of Substrate Temperature 

In Figure 8a, the transformation front velocities for TPD glasses are scaled to the mobility 

of the supercooled liquid at the annealing temperature and compared. In constructing the 

ordinate, we divide the front velocities by τα
-0.73, as suggested by Figure 7; this is approximately 

equivalent to an activation energy of 380 kJ/mol, in agreement with Figure 5. When this scaling 

is applied, the front velocities at many different annealing temperatures collapse onto a single 

curve to a good approximation. The successful data collapse shows that the influences of 

substrate temperature and annealing temperature on the propagation front velocity are 

independent. The curve shown in Figure 8a expresses the complete dependence of the front 

velocity on substrate temperature. In this section we consider why glasses deposited at 

different substrate temperatures transform at different rates.  
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FIG. 8. (a) Surface-initiated transformation front velocities for annealing temperatures 

ranging from 332 to 348 K scaled by τα
-0.73 at the annealing temperature, for glasses 

prepared at a wide range of substrate temperatures. Scaled front velocities are 

approximately the same for all annealing temperatures and show the same substrate 

temperatures dependence. Different colors represent different samples, and individual 

symbols are used for each annealing temperature. (b) Density of the vapor-deposited glasses 

of TPD relative to the ordinary glass prepared by cooling the liquid at 1K/min, for glasses 

prepared at different substrate temperatures. Data are from this work and reference 17. 

Each data point is the average across multiple samples for 2 to 10 glasses with similar 

substrate temperatures, with the density difference measured at room temperature. Error 

bars give the 90% confidence interval.  
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Figure 8a shows that the substrate temperature during deposition has a large impact on 

the transformation front velocity for TPD glasses, independent of annealing temperature. The 

front velocity can vary by more than an order of magnitude with substrate temperature, similar 

to published results for the model glassformer indomethacin (Figure 4). This significant 

dependence of front velocity upon substrate temperature has not yet been captured by 

calculations using kinetic Ising models or RFOT theory.34,36 A published calculation of front 

velocities for stable g -trisnaphthylbenzene showed no systematic dependence on 

the fictive temperature, which specifies the stability of the glass, over a 10 K range.36 Based on 

aging experiments on ordinary glasses,49 it would be reasonable if denser glasses exhibited 

lower molecular mobility and lower transformation front velocities. The densities of vapor-

deposited TPD glasses are shown in Figure 8b. A comparison between the two panels of Figure 

8 illustrates that the front velocities for TPD are partially correlated with density. TPD glasses 

with the greatest densities (TSubstrate in the range 260 to 285 K ) have the lowest front velocities. 

However, glasses of equivalent densities can show quite different front velocities. Glasses with 

TSubstrate greater than 285 K transform more slowly than glasses of equivalent density when 

TSubstrate is less than 285 K. A similar imperfect correlation between propagation front velocity 

and glass density has been reported for indomethacin.27  

3.5.2.3. Stability in Organic Electronics  

Thermal stability in vapor-deposited glasses is important for maintaining high performance 

in organic electronics. On annealing, vapor-deposited active layers can form pinholes, 

crystallize, lose mechanical integrity, and lose anisotropy. These changes in the properties of 

the organic layers can cause organic electronic devices to fail or reduce their efficiency. 
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Understanding how the properties of active layers evolve during annealing could aid in 

designing organic electronics with improved thermal stability and extended lifetimes.  

The thermal stability of active layers in many organic electronics devices may be controlled 

by transformation front propagation. Many organic molecules have been shown to form stable 

glasses, including molecules used in organic devices17, and stable glass formation occurs over a 

wide range of substrate temperatures; thus many active layers may be stable glasses. The front 

transformation mechanism would potentially be applicable to any active layer that forms a 

stable glass, and the front velocity allows for a rough estimate of the thermal stability for such 

an active layer. Front velocity can be estimated based on the annealing temperature and the 

substrate temperature of the glass, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. While this method may not be 

quantitatively accurate, particularly since it is unknown how many fronts will be initiated in an 

active layer, it still provides guidance for how deposition conditions might change the thermal 

stability of an active layer. 

Adachi and coworkers have also used ellipsometry to investigate the transformation 

mechanism of glasses composed of molecules used in organic electronics.23 Their data were 

better described with a graded mobility model rather than with a transformation front model 

like the one used here. Their graded model described the vapor-deposited films as three layers 

with variable thicknesses where each layer is some mixture of the pre- and post-transformation 

material. While they did not observe a sharp transformation front, they did find that the vapor-

deposited glasses transformed first at the surface and later in the film interior. This feature 
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appears robust in the transformation of thin films of vapor-deposited stable glasses, although 

the generality of the graded transformation mechanism requires further investigation.  

Understanding the mechanism of thin film transformation could aid in designing active 

layers in organic electronics with extended lifetimes and improved thermal stability. Replacing 

free surfaces with a “capping” layer, a vapor-deposited glassy film of a high Tg, low mobility 

material, can suppress transformation fronts at interfaces as recently demonstrated.33 The 

capping layer eliminates the high mobility material that would otherwise initiate a front. 

Transformation may still eventually initiate from such an interface but it is possible that 

interface modification, perhaps by tailoring deposition to control the interface breadth 

between two adjacent layers, might provide further stability. Understanding the transformation 

mechanism offers ideas for suppressing transformation fronts and designing organic electronics 

with enhanced lifetimes. 

3.6. Concluding Remarks  

In this work, we show that vapor-deposited glasses of TPD with high thermal stability 

transform into the supercooled liquid via fronts propagating with constant velocity. This is the 

first illustration that a compound used as an active layer in organic electronics transforms via 

propagating fronts. Transformation fronts in TPD stable glasses have similar velocities and a 

similar dependence on TSubstrate as previously studied model glass formers. Front velocity can 

vary by more than an order of magnitude for TPD glasses prepared with different substrate 

temperatures. By using a new high-throughput annealing protocol, the activation energies of 

the transformation fronts are measured and found to be independent of substrate 
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temperature. We find that the effect of annealing temperature and the substrate temperature 

on the front velocity are independent. Density is imperfectly correlated with front velocity but 

may be a useful proxy for front velocity since the densest glasses are the most stable and have 

the lowest front velocities. 

An improved understanding of the thermal stability of an organic semiconductor could lead 

to better design of organic electronics. We expect that many of the amorphous active layers 

utilized in organic devices are stable glasses that transform via propagating fronts. For such 

systems, the results presented here provide a means of predicting which deposition conditions 

will result in devices with the highest thermal stability. The role of device interfaces in initiating 

front propagation deserves more study. It is possible that eliminating high mobility interfaces 

bordering an active layer may improve device lifetime.  
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4.1. Abstract  

High thermal stability and anisotropic molecular orientation enhances the performance 

of vapor-deposited organic semiconductors, but controlling these properties is a challenge in 

amorphous materials. To understand the influence of molecular shape on these properties, 

vapor-deposited glasses of three disk-shaped molecules were prepared. Enhanced thermal 

stability is observed for glasses prepared over a wide range of substrate temperatures and 

anisotropic molecular orientation is observed at lower substrate temperatures. We also 

performed atomistic simulations of thin liquid films of two of the disk-shaped molecules and 

find anisotropic molecular orientation at the equilibrium liquid surface. We propose that the 

structure and thermal stability of vapor-deposited glasses results from high surface mobility 

and partial equilibration toward the structure of the equilibrium liquid surface during the 

deposition process. For the three molecules studied, molecular shape is a dominant factor in 

determining the anisotropy of vapor-deposited glasses.    

4.2. Main Text  

Vapor-deposited organic glasses are important materials in emerging technologies and for 

furthering our understanding of the amorphous state. Vapor deposition is commonly used to 

prepare amorphous active layers in organic electronics.1–3 Amorphous films are desirable 

because they are macroscopically homogenous and their properties can be tuned by changing 

the preparation route. In addition, vapor deposition can produce glasses with high thermal 

stabilities and high densities, properties that are expected to improve lifetimes for organic 

electronic devices.4–8 Furthermore, glasses produced by vapor-deposition can have very low 
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enthalpies, indicating a low position in the potential energy landscape that controls the 

structure and dynamics of amorphous systems.9,10 These materials provide unique insight into 

fundamental glass behavior. For instance, it appears that secondary relaxations and tunneling 

two-level systems are significantly suppressed in these tightly-packed glasses.11,12  

Controlling molecular packing in crystals is a long-standing goal for chemists but only in the 

last 15 years has it been recognized that packing can also be manipulated in the amorphous 

state through vapor deposition. While glasses prepared by more typical methods such as 

cooling a liquid inherit the isotropic structure of the liquid, early reports indicated horizontal 

molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses of several molecules.13,14 Yokoyama and 

coworkers investigated how molecular shape and other factors influence molecular 

orienation.1,15,16 They found that more anisotropic molecules produced more anisotropic 

glasses when deposited at room temperature. Dalal, et. al. systematically studied the effect of 

substrate temperature and found that the molecular orientation of rod-shaped molecules could 

be continuously controlled. 17 These trends persisted for two-component systems with rod-

shaped molecules in an isotropic host.18,19 Controlling molecular orientation in vapor-deposited 

active layers could improve device performance. For example, Yokoyama and coworkers 

reported that a glass with preferential horizontal orientation had three times higher electron 

mobility than an  isotropic glass.20 More recently, atomistic simulations of ethylbenzene have 

also shown how anisotropy can lead to improved charge transport properties.21 

Understanding the mechanism responsible for high thermal stability and anisotropic 

molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses is important for improving organic electronic 
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devices. The remarkable stability of vapor-deposited glasses is believed to originate from 

enhanced mobility at the glass surface allowing molecules near the surface to partially 

equilibrate before being buried by subsequent deposition;4 recent studies have shown diffusion 

at the surface of organic glasses can be up to 8 orders of magnitude faster than in the bulk.22, 23 

More equilibrated glasses are lower in the potential energy landscape and have higher barriers 

for rearrangement, resulting in enhanced thermal stability.10 However, the role of surface 

equilibration in controlling anisotropic molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses is less 

clear. For rod-shaped organic semiconductors, it has been proposed that partial equilibration 

near the free surface during vapor-deposition forces molecules into anisotropic configurations 

that are characteristic of the those present at the surface of the equilibrium liquid.17,24 While 

some studies of molecules outside of the “rod-like” designation can be interpreted in this 

manner,1,25,26 there has been no systematic investigation to test the generality of this 

mechanism. 

Here we investigate the thermal stability and molecular orientation of vapor-deposited 

glasses of three disk-shaped molecules used as organic semiconductors. This is the first time 

that vapor-deposited glasses of disk-shaped molecules have been prepared over a wide range 

of substrate temperatures. We find that the vapor-deposited glasses have high thermal 

stability. For all three molecules, glasses prepared at low substrate temperature are anisotropic 

with the unique symmetry axis having a tendency to be oriented perpendicular to the 

substrate. We simulate the equilibrium liquid of disk-shaped molecules and find there is a 

strong tendency for perpendicular orientation of the symmetry axis at the liquid surface. These 

findings suggest that the molecular orientation and thermal stability in these vapor-deposited 
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glasses are both derived from partial equilibration near the surface during deposition. This 

mechanism is expected to apply to a wide variety of organic molecules, thereby providing a 

major step towards establishing overarching design principles for engineering high thermal 

stability and molecular orientation in vapor-deposited organic glasses. 

Vapor deposition was used to prepare glasses of the three disk-shaped molecules shown in 

Figure 1a. Also shown are three previously-studied rod-shaped molecules which we utilize for 

comparison. All six molecules are hole-transport materials or light emitters and are of interest 

for organic electronic applications. A previously described high-throughput protocol was 

utilized to efficiently prepare glasses of the disk-shaped molecules across a wide range of 

substrate temperatures (TSubstrate).27 We confirmed through DFT calculations that the three disk-

shaped molecules have a central core that is very nearly planar; x-ray crystallography of a 

similar molecule is consistent with this result.28   

UV-vis absorption and spectroscopic ellipsometry were used to measure molecular 

orientation in the vapor-deposited glasses (see Methods). The molecules studied here have 

strong transition dipole moments in the plane of the disk (Figure 1a). Light polarized along the 

transition dipoles is more strongly absorbed than light polarized in a different direction. This 

leads to a change in absorbance depending on the molecular orientation of the molecules in 

the film, which is revealed by UV-vis absorption (Figure 1d) and spectroscopic 

ellipsometry.1,19,29,30 Measuring samples prepared on a substrate with a temperature-gradient 

allows for rapid 
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Figure 1. Molecular structures and glass transition temperatures of a) the three disk-shaped 

semiconductors studied here and b) previously studied rod-shaped compounds.17 Arrows 

indicate the transition dipole(s). c) Schematic representations of disk- and rod-shaped 

molecules. Arrows indicate the unique symmetry axis µ̂. d) UV-vis absorbance of vapor-

deposited glasses of m-MTDATA prepared at different substrate temperatures. Sz is calculated 

from the lowest energy absorbance, indicated with a dashed line. Inset: Schematic of the 

experiment. 
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characterization of glasses prepared at different substrate temperatures. The molecular 

orientation is quantified with an order parameter, Sz, defined in Equation 1: 

𝑆𝑧 = 〈 
3

2
(�̂� ∙ �̂�)2 −  

1

2
 〉         (1) 

Here �̂� is normal to the substrate and µ̂ is the axis used to describe the molecular orientation 

illustrated in Figure 1c. A Sz value of unity means µ̂ is perpendicular to the substrate, -0.5 means 

that µ̂ is parallel to the substrate, and 0 is consistent with the molecules having an isotropic 

distribution. Calculating Sz for µ̂, rather than for the transition dipoles, makes a fundamental 

connection with molecular shape and allows for disk- and rod-shaped molecules to be 

compared on the same scale.  

Our results indicate that vapor-deposited glasses of disk-shaped molecules have high 

thermal stability. Ellipsometry was used to monitor the thickness of vapor-deposited glasses 

during thermal ramping (Figure 2a).  On heating, film thickness increases due to thermal 

expansion. At TOnset the film rapidly increases in thickness as the vapor-deposited glass 

transforms to the lower density supercooled liquid. TOnset is higher than Tg indicating enhanced 

thermal stability. As shown in Figure 2b, vapor-deposited glasses of 2TNATA and m-MTDATA 

show enhanced stability when prepared over a wide range of substrate temperatures. Vapor-

deposited glasses of TCTA also showed enhanced stability, but TOnset values were above the 

range of our high-throughput heating stage and are not reported.  

The molecular orientation of vapor-deposited disk-shaped molecules can be controlled 

using the substrate temperature during the deposition process. All three systems show similar 

trends when the substrate temperature (TSubstrate) is scaled by Tg, as shown in Figure 3. At  
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Figure 2. Thermal stability of vapor-deposited glasses of disk-shaped molecules with 

comparison to rod-shaped molecules. a) Ellipsometry monitors the thickness of a vapor-

deposited glass of 2TNATA during temperature ramping. The vapor-deposited glass begins to 

transform into the supercooled liquid above Tg at TOnset, indicating enhanced thermal stability. 

b) The thermal stability for vapor-deposited glasses of 2TNATA and m-MTDATA prepared at 

different substrate temperatures. TOnset and TSubstrate are normalized by Tg to compare different 

molecules. Also shown are TOnset values for two rod-shaped molecules reported by Dalal. et. 

al.17 
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Figure 3. The order parameter, Sz, describing the average orientation of the molecular 

symmetry axis, µ̂, in vapor-deposited glasses as a function of substrate temperature during 

deposition. Sz is calculated from ellipsometry for 2TNATA and UV-vis for m-MTDATA and TCTA. 

Error bars represent 90 % confidence intervals for each substrate temperature for each sample 

and are typically smaller than the symbol size. Rod-shaped molecules NPB, TPD, and DSA-Ph are 

reproduced from Dalal et. al.17 Inset cartoons illustrate the molecular orientations at low 

TSubstrate. 
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substrate temperatures above 0.9 Tg, glasses of the disk-shaped molecules have an order 

parameter value of approximately zero which is consistent with isotropic molecular orientation. 

For TSubstrate below 0.9 Tg, the order parameter increases indicating a tendency for the symmetry 

axis to be oriented perpendicular to the substrate. The three disk-like molecules exhibit similar 

trends in molecular orientation when compared on the basis of TSubstrate/Tg.  

The birefringence of the films, as measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry, provides an 

additional means to evaluate changes in the molecular orientation of vapor-deposited glasses. 

Birefringence is defined as the difference between the refractive index out-of-plane from the 

substrate, ne, and  in-plane, no. For vapor-deposited glasses of the three disk-shaped molecules, 

the birefringence can be controlled via the substrate temperature during the deposition, as 

shown in Figure 4. All three molecules show similar trends in birefringence when the substrate 

temperature is normalized by Tg. For these disk-shaped molecules, the birefringence and the 

order parameter are proportional to each other, as illustrated in the Figure 4 inset. Additionally, 

films with thicknesses ranging from 100 nm to 700 nm had birefringence values consistent with 

those reported in Figure 4, indicating that the molecular orientation is independent of film 

thickness and uniform within the film.  

Before further discussion, we briefly comment on the glasses formed by disk- and rod-

shaped molecules.  Both disk- and rod-shaped molecules produce glasses with enhanced 

stability by vapor deposition over a considerable range of TSubstrate/Tg.  Both disk- and rod-

shaped molecules produce isotropic glasses for TSubstrate/Tg very near unity, and glasses with 

significant anisotropy at lower values of TSubstrate/Tg. The observation that important patterns in  
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Figure 4. Birefringence of vapor-deposited glasses of three disk-shaped molecules from 

ellipsometric measurements. Error bars represent 90 % confidence intervals for each substrate 

temperature and are typically smaller than the symbol size. Inset: A comparison between the 

birefringence and the order parameter for m-MTDATA glasses 
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the data are revealed by dividing TSubstrate by Tg immediately suggests a dominant role for 

molecular mobility in determining both the thermal stability and the anisotropic structure of 

the vapor-deposited glasses. Since bulk mobility is essentially negligible below Tg on the time 

scale of deposition,22 it is reasonable to focus on the much faster surface mobility as the key 

influence for both disk- and rod-shaped molecules. Of course, the anisotropy of glasses formed 

by disk- and rod-shaped molecules show quite different dependences upon TSubstrate/Tg in Figure 

3, and a detailed mechanism must explain this difference, as we discuss below.   

The enhanced thermal stability and anisotropic molecular orientation of rod-shaped 

molecules has been explained in terms of partial equilibration at the free surface during 

deposition.17,24 Dalal et. al. and  Lyubimov et. al. simulated the vapor-deposition of a coarse-

grained, rod-shaped molecule at different substrate temperatures and reproduced the trends in 

stability and molecular orientation observed in experiments (and reproduced in Figure 2b and 

Figure 3).17,24 High thermal stability was ascribed to increased equilibration at the glass surface. 

To test the extent that surface equilibration could explain anisotropic molecule orientation, 

they also simulated the equilibrium liquid and found anisotropic orientation near the free 

surface. The simulations indicated that high surface mobility during vapor deposition allowed 

molecules near the free surface to partially equilibrate towards the anisotropic structure of the 

free surface before being buried by subsequent deposition.  

To test whether the above mechanism can be generalized to vapor-deposited glasses of 

disk-shaped molecules, we simulated the equilibrium liquid of disk-shaped molecules and 

calculated the molecular orientation near the free surface. Molecular dynamics simulations 
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were performed according to procedures described in the literature,24 with further details given 

in Methods. For atomistic models of m-MTDATA and TCTA, Figure 5a shows the molecular 

orientation as a function of distance from the free surface of the equilibrium liquid at several 

temperatures. The free surface is defined as the distance where the film reaches 50% of its bulk 

density. At the free surface the equilibrium liquids have order parameter values between 0.2 to 

0.4, indicating a strong tendency for µ̂ to orient perpendicular to the substrate. Farther away 

from the free surface the order parameter decreases and shows a small valley with Sz values 

from -0.05 to -0.1. In these simulations, Sz near the surface of the equilibrium liquid significantly 

increases with decreasing temperature. The simulated Tg is 388 K for m-MTDATA and 455 K for 

TCTA. As expected, these values are larger than the experimental Tg values due to the faster 

cooling rate utilized in simulations (10 K/ns vs. 1 K/min). 

Partial equilibration at the free surface of the glass can explain the observed trends in 

thermal stability and molecular orientation for vapor-deposited glasses of disk-shaped 

molecules. At low substrate temperatures, surface mobility is low and only molecules very near 

the free surface can equilibrate. In the equilibrium liquid, molecules very near the free surface 

have positive order parameter values as shown in Figure 5a. Thus, molecules near the surface 

adopt molecular orientations with positive order parameter values and are then trapped by 

subsequent deposition. This happens many times until the net result is a bulk glass with a 

positive order parameter value. At higher substrate temperatures, greater surface mobility 

allows molecules located farther away from the free surface to equilibrate during deposition. 

As seen in Figure 5a, there is less anisotropy away from the free surface. Molecules therefore 

are trapped in the glass in less anisotropic molecular orientations. During deposition at  
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Figure 5. Molecular orientation as a function of distance from the free surface of equilibrium 

liquids of disk-shaped and rod-shaped molecules at different temperatures. Results for rod-

shaped molecules are from ref. 17 and are included for comparison. a) Atomistic simulations. b) 

Simulations of coarse-grained models. Distance from the free surface is measured in terms of σ, 

the diameter of a Lennard Jones bead. Inset: Structures of the coarse-grained molecules. 
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substrate temperatures above 0.9 Tg, molecules equilibrate to depths where the equilibrium 

liquid exhibits a nearly isotropic molecular orientation, resulting in vapor-deposited glasses with 

an order parameter value of zero. The explanation given in this paragraph is consistent with the 

observation that molecular orientation is independent of film thickness (Figure 4).  In addition, 

since the free surface controls the orientation eventually trapped into the glass, this 

mechanism predicts that the substrate chemistry is irrelevant; our experiments comparing 

glasses of m-MTDATA and TCTA deposited onto silicon and silica are consistent with this 

conclusion.    

Knowledge of molecular orientation at the free surface of the equilibrium liquid allows us to 

understand how glasses with similarly high thermal stability (e.g., rod-like and disk-like 

molecules in Figure 2a) can have quite different dependences of Sz upon TSubstate/Tg. For 

comparison, Figures 2, 3, and 5 show results for rod-like molecules reported by Dalal et. al.17 

Vapor-deposited glasses of rod-shaped molecules also show enhanced thermal stability and 

anisotropic molecular orientation, but they show a different temperature dependence of 

molecular orientation upon TSubstate/Tg. As shown in Figure 5a, for TPD, the equilibrium liquid 

exhibits negative order parameter values near the free surface. Thus at low substrate 

temperatures, vapor deposition leads to glasses with a negative order parameter. During 

deposition near 0.95 Tg, TPD molecules are mobile down to a depth of about 10 Å where the 

equilibrium liquid of rod-shaped molecules exhibits a small positive order parameter; 

consequently vapor deposition generates glasses with a small positive order parameter.  From 

the simulation results in Figure 5a, one might expect that deposition of disk-shaped molecules 

near 0.95 Tg, would result in glasses with a small negative order parameter. The data in Figures 
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3 and 4 show a slight tendency in this direction although this tendency does not exceed the 

uncertainty in Sz due to experimental errors. 

To test the extent to which molecular shape alone controls molecular orientation in a 

vapor-deposited glass, we also simulated the equilibrium liquid of a coarse-grained model of a 

disk-like molecule. As shown in Figure 5b, the coarse-grained model consisted of a collection of 

nine Lennard-Jones sites connected by harmonic springs into a planar octagonal shape. Also in 

Figure 5b, we see that the equilibrium liquid of the coarse-grained disk shows trends in 

anisotropic surface structure similar to those observed in the atomistic simulations of m-

MTDATA and TCTA: molecules near the surface have positive order parameter values and 

anisotropy at the free surface increases with decreasing temperature. Previous simulations with 

coarse-grained rods, reproduced in Figure 5b, show similar agreement with the atomistic model 

of TPD.17,24 At a quantitative level, the simulations of coarse-grained molecules do not 

reproduce the magnitude of the anisotropic surface structure observed in atomistic 

simulations. However, the coarse-grained models do reproduce the qualitative features in the 

anisotropic surface structure. For the systems considered here, this suggests that molecular 

shape is the primary factor determining both the anisotropic surface structure of the 

equilibrium liquid and the anisotropic molecular orientation of the vapor-deposited glass.  

These results show, for the first time, that vapor deposition of disk-shaped molecules used 

as organic semiconductors can prepare glasses exhibiting enhanced thermal stability and 

anisotropic molecular orientation over a wide range of substrate temperatures. Thermal 

stability and molecular orientation can be controlled by the choice of substrate temperature for 
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the deposition process. Vapor-deposited glasses of rod-shaped molecules also demonstrate 

high thermal stability, but they exhibit a different dependence of molecular orientation on 

substrate temperature. For both disk-like and rod-like molecules, we attribute these 

observations to efficient equilibration that occurs during deposition due to high surface 

mobility. Partial equilibration at the glass surface during vapor deposition allows molecules to 

find more thermodynamically stable packing configurations (leading to high thermal stability) 

and also to adopt molecular orientations that are favored near the free surface. Simulations 

show that disk- and rod-shaped molecules orient in different ways near the free surface, and 

this allows an understanding of the anisotropy of molecular orientation of the vapor-deposited 

glasses. 

We suggest that the surface equilibration mechanism for vapor-deposited glasses described 

here will apply to a wide variety of organic molecules regardless of molecular shape, and also to 

two component systems.  While molecular shape is a dominant factor in determining molecular 

orientation in the vapor-deposited glasses of the six molecules compared here, we expect that 

this will not always be the case.  However, even for molecules where specific interactions might 

overwhelm the role of molecular shape and reduce surface mobility, we expect that the 

structure of the free surface of the equilibrium liquid will still allow a prediction of the 

anisotropic structure of vapor-deposited glasses. Deposition of a dilute guest molecule in a host 

material has been studied extensively because of the importance of emitter orientation in 

determining the efficiency of organic light emitting diodes. Much of the literature is in 

agreement with our view that the surface mobility of the host molecules is a key factor in 

determining emitter orientation in the glass.19,31,25,32 However, for organometallic emitters, 
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some authors suggest that emitter orientation is slaved to host orientation,33 while others 

suggest that the dilute emitter orientation is independent of the host material.31 In contrast, we 

suggest that all of these systems might be well-described by the mechanism outlined here, i.e., 

we imagine that simulations of the free surface of a two-component liquid would allow an 

understanding of the anisotropic glasses produced by co-deposition of the components. For the 

first time, our work suggests a general mechanism for thermal stability and molecular 

orientation in vapor-deposited glasses of a wide variety of molecules, including systems 

commonly used in organic electronics. We expect this will guide the choice of molecule and 

deposition conditions for active layers in organic electronic devices. 

4.3. Methods  

Samples were prepared by physical vapor deposition onto silicon and fused silica substrates 

using a previously described high-throughput protocol.27 Molecules obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich (≥97% purity) were evaporated in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 10-7 torr at 

a rate of about 2 Å/s. A temperature gradient was applied to the substrate to efficiently 

prepare glasses over a wide range of substrate temperatures. Due to their low thermal 

conductivity, fused silica substrates were placed on a stainless steel bridge and a temperature 

gradient was applied to the bridge. Samples prepared at a single substrate temperature were 

used to calibrate the temperature of the high-throughput samples. 

 UV-Vis absorption at normal incidence was measured in transmission at many locations 

across samples (70-100 nm thick) deposited onto fused silica substrates with an imposed 
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temperature gradient. This procedure is a high-throughput version of a technique developed by 

Yokoyama and coworkers.34  Sz was calculated from Equation 2:  

𝑆𝑧 = 2(
𝐴

𝐴𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐
− 1)         (2) 

Here 𝐴 is the measured absorbance of the as-deposited glass and 𝐴𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 is the absorbance 

of the liquid-cooled glass prepared by thermal cycling, which serves as an isotropic reference 

state.  

Ellipsometry measurements were performed on glasses deposited onto silicon substrates 

using a J. A. Woollam M-2000U ellipsometer (245 – 1000 nm) at three angles.27 For films over 

100 nm, birefringence was calculated using an anisotropic Cauchy model as previously 

described.5 For films with thickness ~ 100 nm, an anisotropic oscillator model meeting previous 

described requirements17 was built for each material and used to determine the extinction 

coefficient out of the plane of the substrate (𝑘𝑧) and the extinction coefficient in-plane (𝑘𝑥𝑦). Sz 

was then calculated using Equation 3: 

𝑆𝑍 =  
2(𝑘𝑥𝑦−𝑘𝑧)

𝑘𝑧+2𝑘𝑥𝑦
          (3) 

Equations 2 and 3 are specific to disk-shaped molecules with a symmetric in-plane 

arrangement of transition dipoles; we verified with DFT calculations that these assumptions are 

met to an excellent approximation. For 2TNATA, the oscillator model provided a satisfactory 

description of all the vapor-deposited glasses, and the resulting values of Sz are shown in Figure 

3. A satisfactory model of the ellipsometry data was not found for m-MTDATA and TCTA, but 
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different models agreed within ±0.05 Sz, and these results agree with the Sz values obtained by 

UV-Vis absorption (which are presented in Figure 3).  

Molecular dynamics simulations of the equilibrium liquid were performed using the 

GROMACS 4.6.3 simulation package as previously described.24 For the atomistic systems, a free 

standing film of about 800 molecules was prepared in a 8.5 nm x 8.5 nm x 28.0 nm box and the 

molecular orientation was averaged over both free surfaces. An all-atom optimized potential 

for liquid simulations (AA-OPLS) force field was used.35,36 For the coarse-grained simulations, 

the liquid film was on a substrate consisting of 1000 LJ beads and the box size was 25 σ x 25 σ x 

70 σ. The simulations were performed using the Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively 

Parallel Simulator package (LAMMPS) in the NVT ensemble.37 Stiff angles and bonds, where K 

=1000, were used to keep the octagonal shape with side length of 1 σ for the coarse-grained 

disk. The same pair coefficients were used as in the coarse-grained rod simulations.17,24 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this final chapter, I summarize the contributions of this thesis to the larger body of 

knowledge. My conclusions in Section 1 focus on the two central themes of my work: the 

importance of equilibration at the glass surface during vapor deposition, and the benefits of 

using high-throughput experiments. I end with a discussion of how this work may shape the 

design of active layers for organic electronics and influence future studies of vapor-deposited 

glasses.  

Additionally, I propose future experiments that could further our understanding of 

anisotropic molecular orientation and the transformation mechanism of vapor-deposited 

glasses. Section 2 describes experiments probing how strong intermolecular interactions, such 

as hydrogen bonding and strong electrostatic interactions, may influence molecular orientation 

in vapor-deposited glasses. Strong intermolecular interactions may limit mobility at the surface 

of the glass, but also could induce more ordered surface structures with the potential to create 

glasses with more anisotropic molecular orientation. 

Sections 3-5 proposes experiments to understand the transformation of vapor-deposited 

glasses initiated in the bulk or at internal interfaces. Section 3 proposes studies of 

posaconazole, a molecule recently discovered to have a wide range of anisotropic molecular 

orientations and produces anisotropic glasses when prepared at substrate temperatures near 

Tg. Posaconazole studies are well suited to explore the role of the vapor-deposited glass 

structure in influencing the transformation behavior. I also propose studies of the 
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transformation behavior in sample geometries more applicable for organic electronics. Section 

4 introduces studies of two-component systems, similar to active layers that serve as bulk 

heterojunctions in OPVs. Finally, in Section 5 I suggest a novel technique for initiating 

transformation in the bulk of a vapor-deposited glass. Understanding transformation behavior 

in the absence of a highly mobile free interface is of particular importance for applications in 

organic electronics, where vapor-deposited active layers are prepared in a stack and capped 

with a metallic anode. Through this work, I hope to better understand the important role of 

heightened mobility in controlling the transformation behavior. 

5.1. Conclusions 

The findings in this thesis highlight the importance of equilibration at the glass surface 

during vapor-deposition. Previously, it had been suggested that enhanced equilibration 

explained the high thermal stability in vapor-deposited glasses. Furthermore, the low mobility 

in the bulk results in the material transforming to the supercooled liquid via fronts initiated at 

highly mobile interfaces, like the free surface. My work supports this mechanism and shows it 

applies to molecules with different molecular shapes used in organic electronics. In Chapters 2 

and 4, I show high thermal stability in rod- and disk-shaped organic semiconductors. In Chapter 

3, I carefully characterize transformation fronts in one of these semiconductors.   

My work illustrates that equilibration at the glass surface can also explain anisotropic 

molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses. I show that vapor-deposited glasses of the 

same molecule can have a wide range of molecular orientations when prepared at different 

substrate temperatures. Simulations reveal anisotropic structure at the surface of the  
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Figure 5.1. Schematic depiction of the origin of anisotropic molecular orientation in vapor-

deposited glasses of rod-shaped organic semiconductors described in Chapter 2.  The 

equilibrium liquid has anisotropic orientation near the free surface. At low substrate 

temperatures, Tsub, surface mobility is low and only molecules near the surface are able to 

rearranging. This leads to the horizontal orientation found at the free surface to be captured in 

the bulk vapor-deposited glass. At moderate substrate temperatures, surface mobility is higher 

and molecules near the free surface can partially equilibrate. Vertical orientation is favorable 

about one molecular layer from the free surface, and we observe that this orientation is 

trapped during the vapor deposition process. 
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equilibrium liquid that can explain the trend in the molecular orientation of the glass with 

substrate temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for rod-shaped molecules. At low 

substrate temperatures, Tsub, only molecules near the free surface have sufficient mobility to 

equilibrate. This leads to the horizontal orientation found at the free surface of the equilibrium 

liquid to be captured in the bulk vapor-deposited glass. At moderate substrate temperatures, 

surface mobility is higher and molecules near the free surface can partially equilibrate. Vertical 

orientation is favorable about one molecular layer from the free surface, and we observe that 

this orientation is trapped during the vapor deposition process. Through this mechanism, 

anisotropic molecular orientation in vapor-deposited glasses is explained. 

Furthermore, my work shows that this equilibration mechanism is general for molecules 

with different molecular shapes. Chapter 2 shows that it applies to rod-shaped semiconductors 

with a wide range of aspect ratios. Chapter 4 illustrates that the anisotropic molecular 

orientation of several disk-shaped molecules can also be explained by partial equilibration at 

the surface. Simulations of a coarse-grained model composed of Lennard-Jones beads illustrate 

that this behavior applies even for simple shapes mimicking the real molecules, as well as in the 

absence of specific molecular interactions, like π-π interactions. I hope my work will guide the 

choice of materials for active layers in organic electronics and the design of future experiments 

to expand our fundamental understanding of glasses. 

My work also illustrates the power of using high-throughput experiments. By using a high-

throughput sample preparation protocol and spectroscopic ellipsometry, I was able to 

characterize 19 different vapor-deposited glasses over a 100 K range of substrate temperatures 
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on a single sample. Efficiently preparing glasses over a wide variety of substrate temperature 

allowed me to rapidly characterize the influence of this variable on the stability and molecular 

orientation. Changing the substrate temperature allows me to change the mobility on the 

surface of the glass, allowing me to explore the role of surface equilibration in controlling glass 

properties. This high-throughput technique enabled me to discover that organic 

semiconductors can have a wide range of anisotropic molecular orientations. Before this work, 

nearly isotropic molecules like TPD were assumed to only form isotropic glasses. In contrast, my 

work in Chapter 2 shows that, by changing the substrate temperature, TPD fundamentally 

behaves like other rod-shaped molecules with higher aspect ratio and can form highly ordered 

glasses.  

Additionally, I developed a high-throughput annealing protocol for characterizing the 

impact of annealing temperature on front velocity during the transformation of vapor-

deposited glasses. Combined with the high-throughput sample preparation protocol, I was able 

to measure how a wide range of annealing temperatures changed the transformation front 

velocity in glasses prepared at many different substrate temperatures in Chapter 3. Obtaining 

this large amount of data allowed me to show that the substrate temperature during the 

sample preparation and the annealing temperature independently influenced the 

transformation front velocity. The annealing temperature controls the mobility of the 

supercooled liquid after it has been transformed and the substrate temperature controls the 

stability and structure of the glass. Illustrating that these components are independent 

simplifies our understanding of the transformation behavior; the mobility of supercooled 

liquids is well known, but how the structure of the glass influences the front velocity is not fully 
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understood. I propose further experiments to explore how the glass structure influences front 

velocity below. 

5.2. Proposed Studies – Role of Strong Intermolecular Interactions  

The work in this thesis focuses on studying systems with different molecular shapes but 

without strong intermolecular interactions. As was summarized above, I have found that for 

these systems the equilibration at the surface of the glass during the deposition controls the 

properties of the glass. Enhanced equilibration allows molecules to find lower energy packing 

configurations and adopt anisotropic structure favorable at the glass surface. This leads to 

glasses with enhanced thermal stability and anisotropic molecular orientation. In Chapters 2 

and 4, I illustrated this mechanism for six organic molecules with different molecular shapes, 

and I expect it to be general even for systems with strong intermolecular interactions. However, 

strong intermolecular interactions may change the ability for molecules to equilibrate at the 

free surface of the glass, or they may change the equilibrium surface structure. 

In the section below, I propose future experiments using molecules that have strong 

intermolecular interactions. Studying these systems will help us test the generality of the 

equilibration mechanism proposed in this thesis. Intermolecular interactions may also be useful 

in designing systems with improved orientation for applications in organic electronic devices.  

5.2.1. Molecular Orientation of Dilute Organometallic Emitters 

Organometallic emitters, such as Tris(2-phenylpyridinato)iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3), are of 

interests for use in OLEDs because they are phosphorescent and utilize both singlet and triplet 
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excitons, making them more efficient than traditional organic emitters that can use only 

singlets. However, controlling the molecular orientation of these emitters is needed to increase 

device efficiency. While the molecular orientation of organic emitters has been heavily studied 

in the last 10 year, less is known about how to control the molecular orientation of 

organometallic emitters and different molecular orientation mechanisms have been proposed.  

Kim et. al. proposed that the organometallic emitter has strong electrostatic interactions 

with the host, inducing binding.1 The orientation of the organometallic emitter was then 

controlled by the orientation of the host molecule. Different binding geometries may change 

the orientation of the emitter,2 but typically the host molecules had horizontal molecular 

orientation and this is also the orientation of the emitters.1  

In contrast, other authors have suggested that intermolecular interactions are not 

important.3,4 Instead the organometallic emitters have preferential orientation at the interface 

that is trapped in the bulk and determines the molecule orientation of the emitters in the film. 

Specifically, they propose that for heteroleptic emitter with an acetylacetonate (acac) ligand, 

the acac ligand is preferentially aligned at the interface, resulted in preferential orientation.3,4 It 

has been observed that this preferential orientation persists in several different host molecules, 

leading the authors to suggest that the organometallic emitters are too heavy to be equilibrate 

at the surface a glass regardless of the surface mobility of the host. Understanding the role of 

intermolecular interactions, or lack thereof, and the orientation of the emitters could lead to 

designing more efficient emission layers with these molecules. 
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To understand the role of electrostatic interactions and surface equilibration in the 

molecular orientation of organometallic emitters, I propose depositing organometallic emitters 

in hosts that enable and inhibit binding over a wide range of substrate temperatures. 

Fluorescence will be used to detect the orientation of a dilute emitter, such as the widely 

studied Ir(ppy)2(acac). Dilute concentrations are most relevant for applications in OLEDs, where 

the emitter is typically 3% of the film, and reduce the possibility of the emitter aggregating in 

the film. High-throughput sample preparation and characterization, such as what is discussed in 

Chapters 2-4, can be used to efficiently characterize glasses prepared at different substrate 

temperature. This assesses the role of equilibration in the glass properties, as preparing glasses 

at higher temperatures increases equilibration. Selecting hosts that could electrostatically bind 

to the emitter, such as NPB and TCTA, or cannot undergo binding, such as Alq3, tests for the 

importance of intermolecular interactions.  

I expect to find that molecular orientation is controlled by the equilibration at the surface of 

the equilibrium liquid. Recent results have shown that organometallic emitters can take on 

anisotropic molecular orientations even in hosts that have isotropic molecular orientation or 

unfavorable electrostatic interactions for binding.2 This suggests that binding is not essential for 

anisotropic molecular orientation and another mechanism is needed to understand these 

materials. While it’s been suggested that organometallic emitters are too heavy to reorient at 

the surface, films have not been prepared at high enough substrate temperatures or with a 

host with a low enough Tg to have high mobility at the surface during the deposition.3 In my 

proposed study, I will prepare glasses over a wide range of substrate temperatures, including 

above the Tg of the host material, to see if high mobility will influence the molecular orientation 
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of the hosts. By using hosts with a wide range of Tg values (NPB = 336 K, TCTA = 418 K, Alq3 = 

450 K) I can further explore if this behavior just depends on TSubstrate/Tg or if favorable 

electrostatic interactions between some of the hosts, NPB and TCTA, influence the orientation 

behavior of the organometallic emitter. Finding that surface equilibration controls the 

molecular orientation of organometallic emitter would greatly extend the range of molecules 

that this mechanism describes and further suggest that it is general for many systems. 

5.2.2. Using Hydrogen Bonding to Engineer Molecular Orientation 

Hydrogen bonding can be used to order molecules on a surface. This is seen in thin films 

that are up to a few monolayers thick.5–7 However, the potential to use hydrogen bonding to 

direct molecular orientation in vapor deposited films has not been thoroughly explored. In a 

study by Yokoyama and coworkers, they found that molecules with increasing hydrogen 

bonding capability formed increasingly horizontally orientated films when vapor deposited.8 A 

study by Schulze et. al. showed that vapor-deposited films of a hydrogen bonding system had 

0.49% to 1.04% higher efficiency in an organic photovoltaic than similar systems that lacked 

hydrogen bonding.9 These findings suggest that hydrogen bonding is a viable tool for 

engineering glasses with increased molecular orientation. 

Hydrogen bonding has been shown to decrease mobility on the surface of a glass and could 

hinder the ability for molecule to equilibrate at the glass surface. Work by Yu and coworkers 

have shown for a series of molecules that greater hydrogen bonding capacity has slower 

surface diffusion.10,11 In vapor-deposited glasses, Tylinski et. al. found that a series of alcohol 

molecules with hydrogen bonding capability formed glasses with only moderate thermal 
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stability, suggesting less equilibration at the surface of the glass during the deposition.12 A 

similar decrease in thermal stability was seen in a series of triazine molecules with increasing 

hydrogen bonding capacity, although they still formed glasses with high density suggesting 

some degree of equilibration at the surface.13 Limited surface mobility will hinder the ability for 

molecules to equilibrate and may be a challenge in designing hydrogen bonding systems with 

enhanced molecular orientation. 

To understand how hydrogen bonding directing molecular orientation and slowly surface 

mobility and limiting equilibration at the glass surface contribute to the molecular orientation 

in vapor deposited glasses, I propose studying vapor deposited glasses of B2PyMPM, 4,6-

Bis(3,5-di(pyridin-2-yl)phenyl)-2-methylpyrimidine, prepared with different deposition rates 

over a wide range of substrate temperatures. This system can form a hydrogen bonding 

network through C–H···N hydrogen bonds, it is a good glassformer, and when vapor-deposited 

at room temperature it prepares amorphous films with an order parameter value of -0.14, 

indicating small amount of preferential horizontal molecular orientation.8  

Specifically, I am interested in systematically increasing equilibration at the surface by 

increasing the substrate temperature or by decreasing the deposition rate and measuring how 

this impacts the thermal stability and molecular orientation of B2PyMPM films.  So far, 

B2PyMPM has only been prepared at the most common deposition rate, 2 Å/s, and at room 

temperature, which is just 0.77 Tg for this molecule. Previous work has indicated that hydrogen 

bonding systems form the most stable glasses when prepared at 0.90 – 0.95 Tg when deposited 

at 2 Å/s,12,13 suggesting that B2PyMPM has not been prepared with conditions that allow it 
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sufficient time and mobility to equilibrate to its most stable configurations. I predict that 

increasing the equilibration during the deposition by changing in the preparation conditions I 

can compensate for the lowered surface mobility due to the hydrogen bonding and form highly 

stable and anisotropic glasses. This would provide evidence that the equilibration mechanism is 

relevant even in the presence of strong intermolecular interactions and offer a route for 

designing organic electronics with more anisotropic molecular orientation by harnessing 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions. 

The hydrogen bonding in B2PyMPM encourages a two-dimensional network, so I expect 

increased equilibration will allow for a hydrogen bonding network to form at the surface and 

result in horizontal molecular orientation in the films. While films vapor-deposited at room 

temperature show some horizontal molecular orientation (Sz = -0.14), IR absorption spectra 

show little peak shifting due to hydrogen bonding.8 I believe a hydrogen bonding network was 

unable to form on the surface due to the low deposition temperature, 0.77 Tg. The small 

preference for horizontal molecular orientation is consistent with values observed for non-

hydrogen bonding systems with similar shape and size.14 I expect depositing at a slower rate 

and at slightly higher deposition temperature would increase equilibration at the surface and 

allow a hydrogen bonding network to form on the surface, resulting in increased horizontal 

molecular orientation.  

5.3. Proposed Studies – Role of Glass Structure in Thermal Stability  

To further investigate the role of the structure of vapor-deposited glasses in the 

transformation behavior, I propose studying the transformation behavior of posaconazole. 
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Vapor deposited glasses of posaconazole have been shown to have enhanced thermal stability, 

high density, and can be highly anisotropic.15 Vapor deposited glasses of posaconazole have the 

largest range of anisotropic molecular orientations of any system without liquid crystalline 

states. In particular, posaconazole prepares anisotropic glasses when vapor-deposited at 

substrate temperatures near Tg. The huge range of molecular orientations for glass prepared at 

different substrate temperatures offers a route for investigating the role of molecular 

orientation on thermal stability and the transformation behavior for glasses of low stability 

prepared near Tg. 

5.3.1. Role of Anisotropic Molecular Orientation 

On heating above Tg, thin films of vapor-deposited glasses have been observed to transform 

to the supercooled liquid by fronts initiated at the free surface and other interfaces. The 

thermal stability of the film is determined by the velocity of these fronts. As discussed in 

Chapters 1 and 3, the influence of the structure of the glass on the front velocity is not well 

understood. Glasses of higher density generally have slower front velocities, but there is not a 

perfect correlation.16 Rodgríguez-Viejo and coworkers have suggested that anisotropic 

molecular orientation influences front velocity, and glasses with more horizontal molecular 

orientation have faster fronts.17,18 However, the range of anisotropic glasses explored is rather 

small and does not include glasses with significant vertical orientation.17 

To further investigate the role of the structure of vapor-deposited glasses in the 

transformation behavior, I propose studying the transformation behavior of posaconazole. The 

huge range of molecular orientations for glass prepared at different substrate temperatures 
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offers a route for investigating the role of molecular orientation on thermal stability. For 

instance, glasses deposited with substrate temperatures below 0.88 Tg all have nearly the same 

birefringence but show over a 0.6% change in density.15 Can the density predict the front 

velocity for these glasses? Or, does molecular orientation play a role, or is there a lower 

temperature regime where the fronts have different behavior? Posaconazole offers an 

opportunity to answer these fundamental questions about the front transformation mechanism 

for vapor-deposited glasses. 

5.3.2. Transformation Behavior near Tg 

I propose using spectroscopic ellipsometry to probe the fundamental connection between 

bulk and surface-initiated front transformation mechanisms in vapor-deposited glasses of 

posaconazole with low stability. Ordinary, liquid-cooled glasses transform via the bulk 

mechanism, while stable, vapor-deposited glasses transform via fronts. Directly observing both 

mechanisms in the same glass by using spectroscopic ellipsometry would allow us to 

fundamentally connect the two transformation mechanisms. I expect to see both 

transformation mechanisms in vapor deposited glasses deposited near Tg. As thermal stability 

increases, I expect that the bulk mechanism is delayed and the front mechanism dominates. I 

expect to also observe an increase in the crossover length as thermal stability increases. These 

observations would suggest a highly aged ordinary glass would transform via fronts and that 

stable glasses have the properties of highly aged materials. 

Until recently, it has not been possible to characterize the transformation behavior of 

vapor-deposited glasses deposited near Tg using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Ellipsometry relies 
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on a contrast in the optical properties of the vapor-deposited glass and the supercooled liquid 

to characterize the transformation. However, glasses deposited near Tg typically share the 

optical properties of the equilibrium supercooled liquid.19Past studies have been unable to 

characterize glasses deposited near Tg because the materials are nearly isotropic like the 

liquid.16,20 However, recently it was observed that posaconazole can form highly anisotropic 

glasses when deposited near Tg but has an isotropic supercooled liquid and does not have any 

liquid crystal states.15 This makes it a promising candidate for studying the transformation 

behavior near Tg using ellipsometry. Ellipsometry could track the progression of a front through 

the film by using a two-layer model, and it could identify the onset of the bulk transformation 

by finding where the two-layer model breaks down and a homogenous model best describes 

the transformation.  

Using ellipsometry, I will measure the front velocity for vapor-deposited films prepared with 

substrate temperatures near Tg. I expect to find that as I increase the substrate temperature to 

Tg, I will prepare glasses with increasingly lower stability and increasingly higher front velocity 

until I prepare glasses where I cannot observe a front. If stable glasses have the same 

transformation behavior as highly aged glasses, I expect this will be a smooth transition 

increase in front velocity. I am particularly interested in finding the highest substrate 

temperature where I am able to prepare a glass and observe a front; this will allow be to 

predict if it would be feasible to prepare a glass of equivalent stability by aging and attempt to 

measure a transformation front. Seeing a transformation front in an aged glass would illustrate 

that this transformation mechanism isn’t unique to vapor-deposited glasses but instead is a 

feature of high stability. 
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5.4. Proposed Studies – Transformation behavior in two-component systems 

Vapor-deposited films used as active layers in organic electronics can have multiple 

components. For instance, emitting layers in OLEDs contain a dilute light emitting molecule 

dispersed in a host. Bulk heterojunctions used in OPVs contain a mixture a hole transport 

material and an electron transport material. In Chapter 3 I show that a thin, vapor-deposited 

film composed of a single semiconductor transforms via front propagating from a free 

interfaces. However, the transformation mechanism has not been systematically studied in 

vapor-deposited films with two or more components. 

I proposed preparing two-component films by vapor deposition and measuring the front 

velocity by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Ideally, the mixtures would be between two molecules 

that are relevant for applications in organic electronics, have previously been characterized, 

and have very different mobilities. To this end, I suggest characterizing mixtures of DSA-Ph, a 

blue light emitter with a Tg of 360 K, and TCTA, a hole transport material with a Tg of 418 K. The 

anisotropic molecular orientation and thermal stability have been investigated for a wide range 

of substrate temperatures in chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis. The nearly 60 K difference in glass 

transition temperatures suggest highly different mobilities. 

For two-component glasses, I expect that the front velocity will be in part controlled by the 

mobility of the supercooled liquid of the mixture and structure of the underlying glass. Chapter 

3 of this dissertation shows that these two factors can be considered independently. First, I 

expect the mobility of the supercooled liquid to depend on the Tg of the mixture. Jiang et. al. 

observed for two-component glasses of DSA-Ph and Alq3 (Tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum) 
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that the Tg of the mixture depended on the concentration of the high and low Tg components.21 

Furthermore, the trend in the molecular orientation of DSA-Ph depended on Tsub/Tg,mixture, 

rather than Tsub/Tg. This suggests Tg of the mixture described the mobility. I expect the Tg of the 

mixture will also predict the mobility of the supercooled liquid for a mixture. Front velocity will 

increase with increasing Tg,mixture.  

Second, I expect the underlying glass structure to also influence the front velocity. Like what 

was observed in the study by Jiang, et. al. discussed above,21 for a system without domains, I 

expect that the molecular orientation of each component is unperturbed and two-component 

films will transform with the same front velocity as the single-component films, once 

accounting for the different mobility of each system by normalizing by Tg of the mixture. I am 

particularly interested in studying very dilute concentrations of the emitter. These 

concentrations are most relevant for applications in OLEDs, where the emitter is typically 3% of 

the film. At low concentrations Jiang, et. al. reported some small changes in the molecular 

orientation of DSA-Ph in the film.21 A similar change may persist to dilute concentrations and 

impact the structure of the film sufficiently to influence the transformation front velocity. 

5.5. Proposed studies – Nucleating Transformation in the Bulk 

Understanding the transformation behavior of glasses without free surfaces is important for 

applications in organic electronics. Vapor-deposited active layers are typically prepared in 

stacks that are capped with SiO2/ITO, a metal anode, or another high Tg layer. These devices 

lack a free surface to initiate a transformation front, and further study is needed for the stacked 

film geometry to develop a microscopic understanding of the transformation mechanism in 
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these layers. In this section, I discuss experiments that use a novel technique described below 

for artificially nucleating areas with high mobility in the bulk of the film for characterizing the 

transformation behavior of vapor-deposited glasses. 

I propose generating nucleation sites in a vapor-deposited film by co-depositing a dilute 

azobenzene and then exciting the azobenzene to disrupt the surrounding glass packing and 

generate a site with increased mobility. I expect these sites would nucleate the transformation 

of the vapor-deposited glass to the liquid and then propagate outward as growing bubbles, 

similar to what is expected for the bulk mechanism as was explained in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3. 

I expect that transformation can be initiated in a bulk film a dilute emitter is excited in an 

emission layer repeatedly and eventually form a nucleation point; this technique is an 

exaggerated case of transformation mechanism. In particular, I suggest using the azobenzene 

Disperse Orange 37, 3-[[4-(2,6-dichloro-4-nitrophenyl)azo]-N-ethylanilino]-pro-pionitrile, which 

has previously been shown to disrupt the packing of vapor-deposited glasses when exposed to 

532 nm light.22 Most semiconductors are transparent at 532 nm, so the bulk of the vapor 

deposited glass by the exposure. By controlling the concentration of azobenzene in the film, I 

can change the number of sites with enhanced mobility in the film. I anticipate increasing the 

concentration of azobenzene will systematically decrease the transformation time of the film. 

Below, I propose studies that use this technique to understand transformation behavior 

initiated in the bulk of a vapor-deposited glass.  
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5.5.1. Transformation in a Capped Vapor-Deposited Layer 

In my first experiment, I propose exploring the transformation behavior in the bulk of a 

vapor-deposited glass. I propose depositing a 150 nm layer of TPD, where the center 20 nm are 

co-deposited with Disperse Orange 37, an azobenzene, at about 3% concentration. TPD is a 

hole transport material and its transformation fronts velocities were characterized in Chapter 3 

of this thesis. This makes TPD a relevant and well-studied system ideal for further study. TCTA 

will be vapor-deposited above and below this TPD layer so serve as a capping layer and prevent 

transformation via a front initiated at the free surface. TCTA has a significantly higher Tg than 

TPD (418 K vs 330 K), so it should effectively serve as an immobile interface even when 

annealing above Tg for TPD. Depositing a TCTA layer both above and below the TPD layer will 

eliminate any effects of the substrate. The possible substrate effects are explored in the 

following section. 

I will expose the stacked layers to 532 nm light to excite the azobenzenes within the TPD 

layer and disrupt the packing, and then use spectroscopic ellipsometry to measure the 

transformation behavior of the TPD film on annealing. On annealing, I anticipate the 20 nm 

layer containing azobenzenes will transform homogenously according to an ellipsometry model. 

Even at a 3% concentration, there will be enough azobenzenes nucleating transformation 

within the 500 μm ellipsometry beam to not be able to distinguish individual nucleation points. 

There is a 1% volume increase during the transformation, and using ellipsometry I am 

interested in measuring the thickness change of each modeled layer so see if the film expands 
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or if other signatures of stress occur, such as changes in the refractive index of the neighboring 

glass layers.  

Once the center 20 nm has transformed, I anticipate a front will propagate from this high 

mobility region. I am interested in studying the transformation time of the center 20 nm 

containing the azobenzenes and the transformation front velocity initiated from this layer. Is 

there an induction time in transformation from the nucleation sites? Will the front velocity be 

the same in when initiated from nucleation sites in the bulk as from a free surface? Previous 

SIMS studies show a front initiated from an internal ordinary glass interface has a similar 

velocity as a front from the free surface.23 This finding leads me to expect that a front initiated 

from nucleation points to have the same velocity as fronts from the free surface, but my 

proposed study would be the first using small nucleation sites.  

Ellipsometry is a good technique for this study because it is sensitive to the changes in the 

optical properties of the layers and can measure the propagation of a transformation front. To 

ensure sufficient optical contrast between the TPD vapor-deposited glass, the transformed 

supercooled liquid, and the capping TCTA layers, I will vapor-deposit the TCTA and TPD films 

with a substrate temperature of 280 K. At this substrate temperature, TPD films have an order 

parameter value of about -0.35, TCTA films have an anticipated order parameter value of -0.15, 

calculated for the transition dipoles, the supercooled liquid is isotropic, and a 3% concentration 

of azobenezene is not expected to perturb the optical properties of the film. This is sufficient 

optical contrast to distinguish the TPD and TCTA layers, as well as transformation of the TPD 
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glass to the supercooled liquid. Additionally, a substrate temperature of 280 K prepares TPD 

glasses with the maximum thermal stability, making these glasses the most interesting to study.  

5.5.2. Transformation at the Substrate 

My second experiment will use nucleated transformation sites to explore transformation in 

a bulk film near a substrate. The influence of the substrate on the transformation behavior of 

vapor-deposited glasses in poorly understood, but is particularly relevant for many applications. 

One challenge is that few techniques are independently sensitive to fronts originating from the 

substrate or other transformation behavior in very thin films. SIMS and ellipsometry are the 

only techniques that have been used to study the transformation behavior in glasses that can 

directly observe fronts, and the presence of multiple fronts can sometimes be inferred from 

bulk techniques such as nanocalorimetry.24 In previous work, sometimes transformation fronts 

initiated from a substrate and in one study there seemed some dependence on the substrate 

temperature, but this behavior could not be predicted.16,23–25 When fronts were initiated from 

the substrate, they were found to have the same velocity as fronts initiated from the free 

surface,16 or about half the velocity.25 Understanding the transformation behavior near an 

interface is important because films in organic electronics are often only 20-30 nm thick, so 

understanding transformation behavior near a substrate or another interface could allow for 

better devices to be designed.   

Mimicking the design of the experiment above, I propose vapor-depositing a 150 TPD film, 

where the first 20 nm are co-deposited with Disperse Orange 37 at a dilute concentration. The 

film will be capped with a layer of TCTA. To test the effect of different interfaces on the 
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transformation behavior, the TPD layer can be vapor-deposited directly onto a silicon substrate 

or onto another TCTA layer to explore the effect of a stable organic layer. As described above, 

532 nm light will be used to excite the azobenzenes in the glass and generate nucleation sites. 

The film will then be heated above Tg and the transformation behavior monitored using 

ellipsometry. I can compare the results to the experiment above to understand the impact of a 

very low mobility interface bordering the vapor-deposited glass on the transformation 

behavior. I would not expect a significant difference between the transformation front behavior 

near different low mobility interfaces. However, I hope these results will shed light on the 

surprising findings that glasses of lower stabilities initiated fronts from a substrate and could 

have just a fraction of the front velocity.16,25 Understanding the transformation behavior near 

the substrate and other vapor-deposited glass interfaces is essential for increasing thermal 

stability in active layers. 
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